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Preface The present work reports the results of my research activity in the field of complex networks during my 2003-2005 PhD program at the Physics Department of the University of Siena, under the scientific supervision and with the active collaboration of Prof. Maria I. Loffredo. The text is organized as follows: in Part I a general introduction to the subject is given, while Part II and Part III present my research activity. The original contributions are reported in some cases as a summary, and in others as a further development, of a series of results published as journal articles [1–6], book chapters [7–9] and conference proceedings [10, 11]. For a better comprehensibility, the reader finds here a unifying description highlighting the common aspects of these results, and is referred to the original papers for very specific details not presented here. Diego Garlaschelli
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Introduction Almost every complex system can be represented by a network of units or elements connected to each other through either ‘physical’ interactions or some different kind of relationship. Neurons in the brain are connected by synapses, proteins inside the cell by physical contacts, people within social groups by some common interest, countries of the world and companies in financial markets by economic relationships, computers in the Internet by cables transferring data, etc. Despite their very different origins and natures, all these systems share an underlying networked structure that represents their large-scale organization. Analysing the empirical topological properties of real networks and understanding their onset in terms of basic theoretical mechanisms is the subject of the new emerging ‘science of complex networks’. This interdisciplinary field of research experienced an extremely rapid evolution during the last five years, due to the vast possibilities of application of its general language and results across different scientific areas.



The sudden raise of interest towards this novel approach to complex systems has two main scientific motivations, the first experimental and the second epistemological. The experimental reason is the recent extraordinary availability of large datasets in various electronic formats which can be easily shared and analysed within the scientific community. New data are being continuously recorded and stored into extremely large datasets, from biological data resulting 3



Introduction from DNA sequencing and the investigation of protein interactions and function, to financial data reporting the high-frequency behaviour of stock markets and finally to informatics data mapping the structure and dynamics of the Internet and the World Wide Web. Each such dataset is the analogous of the outcome of an enormous ‘experiment’: differently from simple systems whose behaviour is best understood when forced to respect some environmental condition decided by the experimentalist, complex systems are best understood when ‘observed’ while their units co-evolve in their own environment. Therefore we are experiencing an unprecedented possibility of analysing experimental data and using them to formulate and test theoretical models of complex networks.



The epistemological motivation can be traced back to the evolution of the methodological approach to the study of natural systems. In the so-called reductionist view, the main object of scientific interest is the accurate understanding of the nature and functioning of the separate elements, and the whole system is subsequently described as the bottom-up result of the assemblage of its units. In other words, the fundamental role is played by the microscopic description of the building blocks of the system, and not by the intricate relationships among them. Very strong assumptions are usually made on the way the units are in relation to each other, with little or no attention to the dependence of the overall qualitative behaviour on these simplifications. For instance, throughout the physics literature the assumed structure of interactions among simple systems such as harmonic oscillators, resistors, particles or spins is always trivial: regular lattices embedded in some D-dimensional space (‘first-neighbour’ interactions), fully connected structures where each element interacts with all the others (‘mean-field’ approximation) or no structure at all (‘independent particle’ assumption). The reductionist paradigm allowed the categorization of almost everything, from fundamental particles to chemical elements, biomolecules and 4



Introduction social groups, and is still deeply rooted in our common way of thinking. Two systems are almost always considered as ‘similar’ if their building blocks are the same, and historically this led to a clear separation between scientific fields, each studying similar sets of objects: for instance, the detailed study of chemical elements gave rise to chemistry, that of fundamental particles to high-energy physics and that of groups of people to sociology. However, this approach fails in capturing the observed complexity of many natural systems, whose behaviour is highly nontrivial and displays cooperative phenomena, large-scale correlations, self-organization and other collective or ‘emergent’ properties which cannot be traced back to the individual behaviour of the building blocks of the system. This led to the consideration that, when one is interested in such widespread phenomena of complex systems, the understanding of the relations between the fundamental units is often more important than the detailed description of the units themselves. In this scenario, the ‘inner structure’ of a large system is no more identified with its units, but with the complex architecture of relationships between them. This leads to a more interdisciplinary approach where systems are regarded as ‘similar’ when their building blocks share a similar structure of relations, regardless of the microscopic details. The ‘science of networks’ finds a natural and highly promising setting within the latter context. Whenever the units of a system are connected to each other by some relation, one important aspect is to consider explicitly the topology of the resulting network, analyse it and compare it with that of other networks. This allows to detect similar properties across systems whose natures are different but whose large-scale structural organization is similar. This approach to networks has proved successful and is reducing the distances between different scientific fields by suggesting possible common organizing principles across the objects of their research. This is analogous to the methodology of statistical 5



Introduction physics, which devotes a relevant effort to detecting possible universal behaviours across systems whose internal microscopic interactions yield the same large-scale collective organization. This is the reason why statistical physics is currently giving an extremely successful contribution to the understanding and modelling of complex networks from an important multidisciplinary viewpoint.



In the present work we try to highlight some of the many fruitful ways in which statistical physics and network theory come into interaction. The text is divided in three parts, the first one introducing some necessary background and the second and third ones reporting our original work on the subject. In Part I we provide a general introduction to complex networks by reporting some of the empirically observed properties of real-world networks, highlighting the unexpected universal behaviour observed across many of them (chapter 1). We also briefly review some of the most important network models aimed at reproducing the empirical properties by means of basic mechanisms (chapter 2). The difficulty of capturing the observed topology of many real networks through ‘simple’ models justifies the introduction of the term ‘complex networks’. Both completely regular networks (such as lattices and rings) and completely random graphs are far from reproducing the much richer behaviour of real networks, whose topology displays nontrivial correlations and is therefore termed ‘complex’. Some of the models described in chapter 2, in particular in sections 2.5 and 2.6, are of fundamental importance for the understanding of the following parts. In Part II we report our original work on the empirical analysis and theoretical modelling of some particular networks: the World Trade Web defined by import/export trade relationships between world countries (chapter 3), shareholding networks defined by the ownership of financial assets by market investors (chapter 4), and a very large set of different networks characterized by the non6



Introduction trivial property of reciprocity (chapter 5). For all these systems, we provide theoretical models which are in very good agreement with the experimental results. In chapter 6 we also show that all the seemingly different results of Part II can be consistently reformulated within a unifying ‘grand-canonical’ framework by making explicit use of tools borrowed from statistical physics. Finally, in Part III we address the very important problem of how the topology of a network affects the dynamics of a process taking place on it, which is probably one of the future directions of network theory. As compared with the mere topological description, this issue requires a much stronger numerical and theoretical effort. Although several examples of dynamical processes on complex networks have already been studied in the literature, here we concentrate on two particular examples: the processes of resource transportation and wealth distribution. The former process is studied on the empirical networks defined by predator-prey interactions in ecological communities, or food webs, in chapter 7. The analysis highlights nontrivial universal relations across very different systems, and suggests how natural evolution shapes the structure of food webs in an efficient way. The process of wealth distribution is studied in chapter 8 by simulating a set of economic agents exchanging wealth on various complex networks. Our results reveal that the topology affects crucially the dynamical properties of the process, in particular the form of the wealth distribution. This also allows to establish a connection between some features of empirical wealth distributions and the properties of the underlying transaction network. The results of Part III open to an intriguing scenario where the dynamics and the topology are tightly interdependent and coevolve in a continuous feedback.
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Chapter 1 Empirical properties of complex networks In this chapter we report some of the most important empirical properties observed in real networks. To this end, we first introduce some basic notions in section 1.1 and give simple examples of real-world networks in section 1.2, before discussing their empirical properties in great detail throughout section 1.3. Other reviews presenting this subject from a rather general point of view can be found in recent review articles [12–15] and books [16–18].



1.1



Basic notions



A network (or graph in a more mathematical language) is defined as a set of N vertices (or nodes) connected by links (or edges). Links can be either directed, if a direction is specified along them, or undirected, if no direction is specified. Correspondingly, the whole graph is denoted as directed (see fig.1.1a) or undirected (see fig.1.1b). More exactly, undirected links are rather bidirectional ones, since they allow crossing in both directions. For this reason an undirected graph can always be thought of as a directed one where each undirected link is re11
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Figure 1.1: Simple examples of networks, each with N = 6 vertices. a) A directed graph. Here the edges between vertices 1 and 2 and between 1 and 4 are reciprocated. b) An undirected graph, which is also the undirected version of graph a). c) The directed version of graph b). Here all egdes are reciprocated.



placed by two directed ones pointing in opposite directions (see fig.1.1c). A link is a directed network is said to be reciprocated if another link between the same pair of vertices, but with opposite direction, is there. Therefore, an undirected network can be regarded as a special case of a directed network where all links are reciprocated. All the topological information can be compactly expressed by labelling each vertex with an integer number i = 1 . . . N and defining the N × N adjacency matrix of the graph, whose entries tell whether a link is present between two vertices (this is what is ordinarily done to store network data in a computable form). For directed networks we denote the adjacency matrix elements by aij and define them as follows:   1 if a link from i to j is there aij ≡  0 else



(1.1)



bij and use the definition   1 if a link between i and j is there bij ≡  0 else



(1.2)



For undirected networks we prefer to denote the adjacency matrix elements by



12



1.1. Basic notions Note that for undirected networks bij = bji , while in general aij 6= aji for directed networks (aij = aji = 1 if and only if the edges between i and j are reciprocated). For instance, the adjacency matrices aij and bij corresponding to fig.1.1a and fig.1.1b respectively  0 1    1 0    0 0 aij =    1 1    1 0  1 0



are given by 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0



             







      bij =       



0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0



             



(1.3)



As mentioned above, an undirected network can be regarded as a directed one; in this case, the adjacency matrix aij of the resulting directed network is simply given by aij ≡ bij



(1.4)



where bij is that of the original undirected network. In this particular case aij is a symmetric matrix. Note that this mapping can be reversed in order to recover the original undirected network: from fig.1.1b we can always obtain fig.1.1c, and viceversa. By contrast, the mapping of a directed network onto an undirected one - where an undirected link is placed between vertices connected by at least one directed link - is also possible, even if in general it cannot be reversed due to a partial loss of information. For instance, the graph shown in fig.1.1b is the undirected version of that shown in fig.1.1a. From fig.1.1a we can obtain fig.1.1b, but then we cannot go back to fig.1.1a unless we are told how to do this. The relation between the adjacency matrix of the undirected network (bij ) and that of the original directed one (aij ) is bij ≡ aij + aji − aij aji



(1.5)



where the last term on the right hand side prevents the occurrence of non-unit 13
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Figure 1.2: Examples of ‘familiar’ undirected graphs in the physics literature. a) Periodic one-dimensional chain (ring) with first- and second-neighbour interactions. b) Two-dimensional lattice with only first-neighbour interactions. c) Fully connected graph (mean-field approximation). All these graphs are regular since no ‘disorder’ is introduced.



entries corresponding to doubly-linked vertices. Note that this relation can be tested on the matrices of eq.(1.3).



Before introducing some specific real-world networks and presenting their empirical properties, we briefly mention the simplest and most ‘familiar’ kind of networks that physicists are traditionally experienced with, namely the class of regular graphs. Regular graphs are networks where each vertex is connected to the same number z of neighbours in a highly ordered fashion. In fig.1.2 we show three examples of regular (undirected) graphs: a periodic chain with firstand second-neighbour interactions (z = 4), a two-dimensional lattice with only first-neighbour interactions (z = 4) and a fully connected graph (where each vertex is connected to all the others: z = N − 1). Chains and square lattices are examples of the more general class of D-dimensional discrete lattices, used whenever a set of elements is assumed to interact with its first, second, . . . and 14



1.1. Basic notions lth neighbours (nearest-neighbour approximation). In this case, each vertex is connected to z = 2Dl other vertices. Fully connected graphs are instead used when infinite-range interactions are assumed, resulting in the so-called meanfield approximation (since in general the ‘field’ experienced by any vertex is the average of the one produced by all others) where z = N − 1. The highly ordered structure of these graphs translates into particular regularities of their adjacency matrices: for instance, the adjacency matrices for the graphs in fig.1.2a (assuming any cyclic labelling of vertices) and fig.1.2c are given respectively by: 



         bij =          



0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0



                   







         and bij =          



0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0



                   



Regular networks can be built deterministically, or in other words without introducing ‘disorder’. This is by far the simplest choice for a network, but it severely restricts the extremely large number of possibilities for its topology. As we show below, real networks are never consistent with regular graphs. Therefore, traditional assumptions such as the nearest-neighbour or the mean-field one cannot be seriously considered as good choices for many real systems, along with their predictions for the dynamical behaviour of any process defined on them (this point will be treated extensively in part III). The failure of regular graphs motivates the introduction of more complex models, some of which will be presented in chapter 2 and throughout part II. 15
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1.2



Examples of real networks



Networked systems abound in nature. In this section we list some of the beststudied examples of networks from different fields. The empirical properties of these and other networks will be presented in the remainder of the chapter. Our list is by no means complete, and we only give a brief survey of the different kinds of networks encountered in various sientific areas. More comprehensive reviews on the subject can be found in refs. [13–15]. • The World Wide Web The World Wide Web (WWW in the following) is perhaps the largest easily accessible network we experience every day. Its vertices are electronic web pages and its edges are hyperlinks (or URLs) pointing from a page to another. The WWW is therefore a directed network, since hyperlinks are not necessarily reciprocated. The properties of the WWW have been studied by a number of authors (in particular see refs. [19–21] and the reviews [13–15]). • The Internet The Internet is a physical network of computers connected by cables transferring data between them. It is an undirected network, since information can travel both ways along computer cables. The ‘fine structure’ of the Internet changes continuously due to the local rearrangements of networked computers within, for instance, organizations or universities. Therefore the network is usually studied at a coarse-grained level, by treating as vertices whole groups of computers within which rearrangements may occur frequently due to local handling, but between which there are large-scale stable connections. These groups of computers are called autonomous systems, which approximately correspond with domain names. The prop16



1.2. Examples of real networks erties of Internet have been studied in many references, for instance see refs. [22–25] and the book by Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani [26]. • Social networks Social networks are formed by (groups of) people connected to each other through some kind of social link such as friendship, relationship, sharing of common interests or activities, etc. [27]. Some of the most studied examples include movie actor collaboration networks [28], where two actors are joined by an undirected edge if they have acted in at least one movie together, and scientific collaboration networks [29, 30], where scientists are represented as vertices and an undirected link is placed between two of them if they have coauthored at least one article. Scientific papers are also the basis for the definition of citation networks [31, 32], where a paper is represented by a vertex and its citations to other papers by directed edges pointing to the corresponding vertices. Another example is the corporate board and director networks [8, 33, 34], where the directors of corporations are linked if they are members of the same board. Two other interesting social networks are email networks [35, 36], where directed links are drawn between users exchanging email messages, and sexual networks [37], reporting the sexual contacts of a set of individuals. The properties of both kinds of networks are crucially related to the dynamics of important processes taking place on them, such as the spread of epidemic diseases and computer viruses. • Economic and financial networks Several economic and financial systems can be represented by networks (some examples are reviewed in ref. [8]). For instance, various networks of financial correlations can be defined from time series describing returns of assets in a stock market [38–44] and interest rates [45]. Another possibil17



Chapter 1. Empirical properties of complex networks ity is to define firm ownership and shareholding networks [3, 8, 9, 46] where the vertices are companies and/or shareholders, and edges represent the ownership relations between the corresponding vertices (shareholding networks will be studied in detail in chapter 4). Since the vertices often represent individual persons, these networks are in some sense also social networks. Similarly, we note that the corporate board and director networks presented above can also be re-defined in order to obtain economic networks where boards are connected if they have at least one director in common [8, 33, 34]. Finally, another important networked economic system is the World Trade Web, describing the trade relationships among all world countries [1, 11, 47]. This network will be extensively studied in chapters 3 and 5.



• Biological networks Biological networks are a very interesting example since they are shaped by natural evolution, therefore their understanding can shed light on how a specific function selects a particular topology. Some examples at the cellular level include metabolic networks [48] where metabolic substrates are linked by directed edges if a known biochemical reaction exists between them, and protein interaction networks [49] where proteins are connected by an undirected edge if they interact by physical contact. At the organism level, two important examples are neural networks [50, 51] describing the directed synaptic connections among neurons in the brain and vascular networks [52, 53], such as blood vessels in animals and the corresponding networks in plants, describing the (directed) transportation of nutrients between the various regions and tissues of an organism. Finally, the most studied networks at the level of biological communities are food webs [4, 6, 54–59], where two biological species are connected by a 18



1.3. Empirical topological properties directed edge if a predator-prey relation exists between them.



• Word association networks We finally mention the class of word association networks. In these networks, words are represented by vertices and edges are placed between words if some linguistic relation exists between them. Two examples of undirected networks are word synonymy networks [60], where words are connected if they are listed as synonyms in a dictionary, and word co-occurrence networks [61], where words are connected if they appear one or two words apart from each other in the sentences of a given text. Examples of directed networks are instead given by networks of dictionary terms [2,62], where words are connected if a (directed) link between them is reported in a given dictionary, and of free associations [2,62], reporting the outcomes of psychological experiments where people are asked to associate ‘input’ words to freely chosen ‘output’ words.



1.3



Empirical topological properties



We finally come to the description of various empirical topological properties of real networks. Several reviews already exist in the literature [12–18] presenting this subject from various viewpoints. Here we follow the rather original approach to present network topology progressively from its local to its global properties. More exactly, we first consider the properties specified by the first neighbours of a vertex (‘first-order’ properties), then those specified by its first and second neighbours (‘second-order’ properties), and so on until we come to those relative to the whole network (‘global’ properties). 19
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1.3.1



First-order properties



By ‘first-order’ properties we mean the set of topological quantities that can be specified by starting from a vertex and considering its first neighbours. This information is captured by simply considering the elements of the adjacency matrix, or functions of them. In an undirected network, the simplest first-order property is the number ki of neighbours of a vertex i, or equivalently the number of links attached to i. The quantity ki is called the degree of vertex i. In terms of the adjacency matrix bij , the degree can be defined as X ki ≡ bij



(1.6)



j6=i



In a directed network, it is possible to distinguish between the in-degree kiin and the out-degree kiout of each vertex i, defined as the number of in-coming and out-going links of i respectively. In this case, if aij is the adjacency matrix the degrees read kiin ≡



X



aji



kiout ≡



X



aij



(1.7)



j6=i



j6=i



In an undirected network the vector {ki }N i=1 of vertex degrees is called the degree sequence. A very important quantity for the empirical description of the firstorder topological properties of a network is the (normalized) histogram of the values {ki }N i=1 , or the degree distribution P (k) expressing the fraction of vertices with degree k, or equivalently the probability that a randomly chosen vertex has degree k. In a directed network it is possible to introduce the inout N degree sequence {kiin }N i=1 and the out-degree sequence {ki }i=1 . Correspondingly,



it is possible to define the in-degree distribution P in (k in ) and the out-degree distribution P out (k out ). The empirical behaviour of the degree distribution of real networks is probably the main reason why they attracted an extremely high interest from the 20



1.3. Empirical topological properties scientific community in the last few years. Indeed, it turns out that for a large number of networks the degree distribution displays the power-law form P (k) ∝ k −γ



(1.8)



with 2 ≤ γ ≤ 3. Directed networks often display the same qualitative behaviour for the in-degree and/or the out-degree: P out (k out ) ∝ (k out )−γout



P in (k in ) ∝ (k in )−γin



(1.9)



where γin and γout have in general different values ranging between 2 and 3. For the practical purpose of plotting empirical degree distributions and estimating their exponents, the cumulative distributions are commonly used: P> (k) ≡



X



P (k 0 )



k 0 ≥k



P>in (k in ) ≡



X



P in (k 0 )



P>out (k out ) ≡



X



P out (k 0 )



k 0 ≥k out



k 0 ≥k in



(1.10) In this way the statistical noise is reduced by summing over k 0 . If the actual degree distribution has the power-law behaviour of eq.(1.8) or (1.9), then the cumulative distributions are again power-laws but with a different exponent: P> (k) ∝ k −γ+1



P>in ∝ (k in )−γin +1



P>out ∝ (k out )−γout +1



(1.11)



In fig.1.3 we show the cumulative degree distribution for three networks: a snapshot of the Internet, a protein network and a portion of the WWW. The power-law behaviour is witnessed by their approximate straight-line trend in log-log scale.



Power-law distributions are very important from a general point of view since they lack a typical scale [63, 64]. More exactly, they are the only distributions satisfying the scaling condition P (ak) = f (a)P (k) 21



(1.12)
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Figure 1.3: Cumulative degree distribution for three different networks. a) P > (k) for the Internet at the autonomous system level in 1999 [24]. b) P > (k) for the protein interaction network of the yeast Saccaromyces cerevisiae [49]. c) P >in (k in ) for a 300 million vertex subset of the WWW in 1999 [21]. All curves have an approximately straight-line form in log-log scale, indicating that they are power-law distributions (modified from ref. [15]).



and their funtional form is therefore unchanged, apart for a multiplicative factor, under a rescaling of the variable k. Due to this absence of a characteristic scale, power-law distributions are also called scale-free distributions. An important consequence of the scale-free behaviour is the nonvanishing occurrence of rare events, or in other words the presence of ‘fat tails’. On the contrary, the tails of other distributions usually decay at least exponentially. In the context of networks, the scale-free behaviour means that there are many low-degree vertices but also few high-degree ones, which can be connected to a significant fraction of the other vertices. The presence of very large degrees is only multiplicatively suppressed, giving rise to a whole hierarchy of connectivities, from small to large. This has a remarkable dynamic effect: if some kind of ‘information’ travels on the network, once it has reached a high-degree vertex it then propagates to almost the entire graph, resulting in an extremely fast communication process. By contrast, note that regular networks introduced in section 1.1 have a deltalike degree distribution of the form P (k) = δk,z where z is the degree of every 22



1.3. Empirical topological properties vertex (see fig.1.2). For D-dimensional lattices with lth-neighbours interactions, z = 2Dl and (for large networks and small D and l) no vertex is connected to a significant fraction of the others. For fully connected graphs, z = N − 1 and every vertex is connected to all the others. In any case, no hierarchy is present and the network is perfectly homogeneous. It is possible to consider the average degree k¯ as a single quantity characterizing the overall first-order properties of a network, and then compare different networks with respect to it. In an undirected graph the average degree can be simply expressed as k¯ ≡



P



where u



L ≡



i ki = N



P P i



N



N X X i=1 j


j6=i bij



=



2Lu N



(1.13)



N



1 XX bij = bij 2 i=1 j6=i



(1.14)



is the total number of (undirected) links in the network. Note that in principle the total number of links also includes self-loops, which are links starting and ending at the same vertex (corresponding to nonzero diagonal entries of the adjacency matrix). However, here and in the following we assume no self-loops in the network, and this is reflected in the requirement i 6= j in eq.(1.14). For



directed networks, it is easy to see that the average in-degree k¯in equals the



average out-degree k¯out , and both quantities can be expressed as P in k in k¯ ≡ k¯ = i i PN out k ≡ k¯out = i i P P N L i j6=i aij = = N N where L≡



N X X i=1 j6=i
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aij



(1.15)



(1.16)



Chapter 1. Empirical properties of complex networks is the total number of (directed) links expressed in terms of the adjacency matrix aij . We chose a different notation for Lu and L to avoid confusion when an undirected graph is regarded as directed, with two directed links replacing each undirected one. In that case the mapping described by eq.(1.4) allows to recover eq.(1.16) consistently from eq.(1.14), and our notation yields L = 2L u as expected. Note that in terms of the degree distribution the average degree k¯ reads k¯ =



X



k 0 P (k 0 )



k¯ =



k0



X



k 0 P in (k 0 ) =



k0



X



k 0 P out (k 0 )



(1.17)



k0



for undirected and directed networks respectively. The number of links is an interesting property by itself, being a measure of the ‘density’ of connections in the network. In order to compare networks with different numbers of vertices, the number of links is usually divided by its maximum value in order to obtain what is called the link density or connectance. In an undirected network, the maximum number of links (with self-loops excluded) is given by the total number of vertex pairs, which is N (N − 1)/2 if the number of vertices is N . Therefore the connectance is defined as cu ≡



2Lu N (N − 1)



(1.18)



By contrast, in a directed network the maximum number of links is given by twice the number of possible vertex pairs (since each pair can be occupied by two links with opposite directions) and the connectance is therefore defined as c≡



L N (N − 1)



(1.19)



It is possible to plot the values of the connectance for different real networks together, as a function of their number of vertices. The c(N ) plot for a set of directed networks is shown in fig.1.4. We see that networks of the same type are clearly clustered together, and that all points approximately follow the trend c(N ) ∝ N −1 24



(1.20)
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Figure 1.4: Connectance c versus number of vertices N for several directed networks. Except for the WTW, all points roughly follow the dashed line N −1 .



There is however one important exception: the set of temporal snapshots of the World Trade Web, which clearly lie out of the curve. This extremely dense class of networks will be studied in great detail in chapter 3. As a comparison, note that for regular graphs ki = k¯ = z and therefore Lu = N z/2 and cu = z/(N −1). Therefore in the limit N → ∞ of large network size D-dimensional lattices display cu = 2Dl/(N − 1) ∝ N −1 → 0 while fully connected graphs always display



cu = 1. The case cu → 0 is often referred to as the ‘sparse graph’ limit, while cu → const is the ‘dense graph’ limit. Real networks are obviously of finite size,



therefore we can speak of the ‘infinite size’ limit only as a formal extrapolation of eq.(1.20). In this sense, we find that most real networks seem to be sparse, while the WTW is a dense network. 25
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1.3.2



Second-order properties



By ‘second-order’ topological properties we denote those properties which depend not only on the connections between a vertex and its nearest neighbours, but also on the structure relating a vertex with the ‘neighbours of its neighbours’. Therefore the computation of these properties involves products of two adjacency matrix elements bij bjk . An important example of second-order structure is given by the degree correlations: is the degree of a vertex correlated with that of its first neighbours? The more complete way to describe second-order topological properties is to consider the two-vertices conditional degree distribution P (k 0 |k) specifying the probability that a vertex with degree k is connected to a vertex with degree k 0 . In the trivial case with no correlation between the degrees



of connected vertices, the second-order properties can be obtained in terms of the first-order ones, or in other words the conditional probability must be equal to the (unconditional) probability that any vertex is connected to a vertex of degree k 0 : k0 P (k 0 |k) = ¯ P (k 0 ) k



(1.21)



However, as we will show in the following, real networks display a more complex behaviour and are characterized by nontrivial degree correlations which make the form of P (k 0 |k) deviate from eq.(1.21). Estimating the empirical form of the conditional probability directly from real data is difficult since P (k 0 |k) is a two-parameter curve and is affected by statistical fluctuations (however two-parameter plots of this type have been studied for instance by Maslov et al. [25]). A more compact description which also partly averages out the statistical noise is given by defining the average nearest neighbour degree (ANND in the following) of a vertex i as the average degree of the neighbours of i. For an undirected graph, the ANND can be denoted by 26



1.3. Empirical topological properties kinn and simply defined in terms of the adjacency matrix as P P P bij bjk j6=i j6=i bij kj nn P k6=j = ki ≡ ki j6=i bij



(1.22)



Then it is possible to average kinn over all vertices with the same degree k and plot it against k to obtain the one-parameter curve k¯nn (k). The slope of this curve gives direct information on the nature of the degree correlations: if k¯nn is an increasing function of k then degrees are positively correlated (high-degree vertices are on average linked to high-degree ones) and the network is said to be assortative, while if k¯ nn decreases with k then degrees are negatively correlated and the network is said to be disassortative. In the uncorrelated or ‘neutral’ case the ANND is instead independent of k. Note that for regular networks (see section 1.1) kinn = z



∀i and degrees are perfectly correlated, however



the k¯nn (k) plot reduces to the single point (z, z). Real networks are found to be either assortative or disassortative, and they never seem to be uncorrelated. This means that the first-order topological properties such as the degree distribution, even if nontrivially interesting by themselves, still do not capture the whole complexity of real networks. We note that the quantity k¯nn can be expressed in terms of the conditional probability P (k 0 |k) as k¯ nn (k) =



X k0



k 0 P (k 0 |k)



(1.23)



From the above expression we recover the expected constant trend for the uncorrelated networks described by eq.(1.21), which inserted into eq.(1.23) yields k¯nn = k 2 /k¯ independently of k. In some cases the k¯ nn (k) curve is particularly interesting since it displays the empirical form k¯nn (k) ∝ k β



(1.24)



For instance, Pastor-Satorras et al. [23] found that the Internet topology displays 27
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Figure 1.5: Plots of the average nearest neighbour degree for two real networks. a) The k¯nn (k) plot for the 1998 snapshot of the Internet (circles); the solid line is proportional to k −0.5 (modified from ref. [23]). b) The three plots k¯ in (k in ), k¯out (k out ) and k¯nn (k) for a representation of the World Trade Web in 2000 (the solid line is again proportional to k −0.5 ); the inset reports the k¯ nn (k) curve for the subset of the undirected network defined by only reciprocated links (after ref. [47]).



the above trend with β = −0.5 (see fig.1.5a) and is therefore a disassortative network, meaning that high-degree autonomous systems are on average connected to low-degree ones and viceversa. Relations similar to (1.22) hold for directed networks as well. More specifically, it is possible to define the average nearest neighbour in-degree kinn,in and the average nearest neighbour out-degree kinn,out : P P P P aij ajk j6=i k6=j aji akj j6=i nn,in nn,out P P k6=j ki ≡ ki ≡ (1.25) j6=i aji j6=i aij and correspondingly the k¯ nn,in (k in ) and the k¯nn,out (k out ) curve. However it is



also possible to regard the directed network as undirected using the mapping described by eq.(1.5) and then consider the undirected ANND defined in eq.(1.22) and the corresponding curve k¯ nn (k). For instance, Serrano and Bogu˜ na´ [47] studied the curves k¯ nn,in (k in ), k¯nn,out (k out ) and k¯ nn (k) for a version of the World Trade Web in the year 2000. Their results are reported in fig.1.5b. The power28



1.3. Empirical topological properties law scaling holds for the three of them. In particular, the undirected ANND obeys eq.(1.24) with β = −0.5 just like the Internet. The inset of the same fig-



ure shows the k¯ nn (k) curve computed on a subnetwork of the undirected WTW where pairs of vertices are connected only if in the original directed graph they are joined by two reciprocated directed links pointing in opposite directions (see section 1.1). The behaviour is similar to the other trends, and the WTW is therefore a disassortative network in all the above representations. We anticipate that in chapter 3 we shall present an extensive analysis [1] of the WTW, based on a more detailed data set than that used in ref. [47], that confirms the



disassortative behaviour but questions the actual occurrence of a scaling form as described by eq.(1.24).



As for the first-order properties, it is possible to define single quantities characterizing the overall second-order properties of the network as a whole. For instance, Newman [65, 66] introduced the assortativity coefficient as the Pearson correlation coefficient between the degrees at either ends of an edge, which for an undirected network reads ra ≡



¯ kh − k¯h k 2 − k¯2



(1.26)



where k and h are the degrees of the two vertices at the ends of an edge, and the bar indicates an average over all the edges in the network. By regarding each link as an independent contribution to ra , it is possible to evaluate the statistical error on ra , or its standard deviation σra , as u



σr2a



L X  (l) 2 = ra − r a



(1.27)



l=1



(l)



where ra is the value of ra displayed by the network if the l-th link is removed [66]. Similar expressions can be derived for directed networks. Newman showed that, consistently with the analysis of the ANND curve, that real net29



Chapter 1. Empirical properties of complex networks works are always either assortative (ra > 0) or disassortative (ra < 0). Interestingly, social networks turn out to be assortative, while other systems such as biological networks, the WWW and the Internet turn out to be disassortative [65, 66].



We conclude our discussion of the second-order properties with the notion of reciprocity, which is a characteristic of directed networks. As anticipated in section 1.1, a link from a vertex i to a vertex j is said to be reciprocated if the link from j to i is also present. The number L↔ of reciprocated links can be defined in terms of the adjacency matrix aij as L↔ ≡



N X X



aij aji



(1.28)



i=1 j6=i



It is interesting to compare the above expression with eq.(1.16). As expected, while each nonzero element aij gives a contribution to the number of directed links, only reciprocated pairs of vertices such that aij aji = 1 contribute to L↔ . Since 0 ≤ L↔ ≤ L it is possible to define the reciprocity r of the network as r≡



L↔ L



(1.29)



so that 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. The measured value of r allows to assess if the presence of reciprocated links in a network occurs completely by chance or not. To see this, note that r represents the average probability of finding a link between two vertices already connected by the reciprocal one. If reciprocated links occurred by chance, this probability would be simply equal to the average probability of finding a link between any two vertices, which is the connectance c. Therefore if r = c the reciprocity structure is trivial, while if r > c (or r < c) reciprocated links occur more (or less) often than predicted by chance. Real networks turn out to be always characterized by a nontrivial degree of reciprocity [2]. For instance, note that citation networks always display r = 0, since recent papers can cite 30



1.3. Empirical topological properties less recent ones while the opposite cannot occur. Foodwebs and shareholding networks display 0 < r < c [2], while social networks [27], email networks [35], the WWW [35], the World Trade Web [2, 47] and cellular networks [2] display c < r < 1. Finally, note that the extreme case r = 1 corresponds to undirected networks where all links are reciprocated (such as the Internet, where information always travels both ways along computer cables). Therefore all real networks display a nontrivial degree of reciprocity. We analyse this property in detail in chapter 5 for several networks, where we also propose an alternative definition of reciprocity.



1.3.3



Third-order properties



The third-order topological properties of a network are those which go ‘the next step beyond’ the second-order ones, since they regard the structure of the connections between a vertex and its first, second and third neighbours. The computation of third-order properties involves products of three adjacency matrix elements bij bjk bkl . In the general language of conditional degree distributions, the relevant quantity for an undirected network is now the three-vertices probability P (k 0 , k 00 |k) that a vertex with degree k is simultaneously connected to



a vertex with degree k 0 and to a vertex with degree k 00 . In this case too, the



analysis of real networks reveals interesting properties that we report below.



The most studied third-order property of a vertex i is the clustering coefficient Ci , defined (for an undirected graph) as the number of links connecting the neighbours of i to each other, divided by the total number of pairs of neigbours of i (therefore 0 ≤ Ci ≤ 1). In other words, Ci is the connectance (see section 1.3.1) of the subgraph defined by the neighbours of i, and can therefore be thought of as a ‘local link density’. It can also be regarded as the probability of finding a link between two randomly chosen neighbours of i. It is easy to see 31



Chapter 1. Empirical properties of complex networks that, if bij is the adjacency matrix of the graph, then the number of interconP P nections between the neighbours of i is given by j6=i k6=i,j bij bjk bki /2. The



clustering coefficient Ci is then obtained by dividing this number by the number



of possible pairs of neighbours of i, which equals ki (ki − 1)/2 if ki is the degree of i. It follows that Ci ≡



P



j6=i



P



k6=i,j bij bjk bki



ki (ki − 1)



P P j6=i k6=i,j bij bjk bki P = P ( j6=i bij − 1) j6=i bij



(1.30)



For directed networks, the computation of the clustering coefficient is always performed on the undirected version of the network. Therefore eq.(1.30) holds for directed networks as well, with bij given by eq.(1.5). The clustering coefficient is a third-order property since it measures the number of ‘triangles’ a vertex belongs to, and is therefore related to the occurrence of (closed) paths of three links. It is easy to show that for regular graphs (see section 1.1) each vertex has the same clustering coefficient: Ci = 1 in a fully connected graph, while Ci = (3z − 6D)/(4z − 4D) in a regular lattice with z = 2Dl (see fig.1.2). The latter expression is zero if 3z = 6D (corresponding to l = 1) and tends to 3/4 if 3z  6D (corresponding to l  1), which is a large value for the clustering coefficient whose maximum value is 1.



A statistical way to consider the clustering properties of real networks, used for instance by Ravasz and Barab´asi [60], is similar to that introduced for the degree correlations. By computing the average value of Ci over all vertices with a ¯ given degree k and plotting it versus k, it is possible to obtain a C(k) curve whose trend gives information on the scaling of clustering with degree. Remarkably, the analysis of real networks reveals that in many cases the average clustering of k-degree vertices decreases as k decreases, and that this trend is sometimes consistent with a power-law behaviour of the form ¯ C(k) ∝ k −τ 32



(1.31)
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¯ Figure 1.6: Plot of the C(k) curve for two real networks. a) Network of synonymy between English words (circles); the dashed line is proportional to k −1 (after ref. [60]). b) The undirected versions of the World Trade Web described in section 1.3.2 (the inset shows the subnetwork with only reciprocated links); the solid line is proportional to k −0.7 (after ref. [47]).



For instance, the word network of English synonyms [60] and the aforementioned (incomplete) representation of the World Trade Web [47] display the above power-law trend with τ = 1 and τ = 0.7 respectively (see fig.1.6). For the WTW we note however that, as for the k¯ nn (k) curve, the analysis of a more comprehensive version of the network that will be presented in chapter 3 reveals ¯ that the C(k) plot deviates from the functional form of eq.(1.31), even if its decreasing trend is confirmed. The decrease of Ci with the degree ki is a topological property often referred to as clustering hierarchy [60], since it signals that the network is hierarchically organized in such a way that low-degree vertices are surrounded by highly interconnected neighbours forming dense subnetworks, while highdegree vertices are surrounded by loosely connected neighbours forming sparse subnetworks. Dense subnetworks can be thought of as ‘modules’ in which the whole graph is subdivided. Low-degree vertices are more likely to belong to such 33



Chapter 1. Empirical properties of complex networks modules, while high-degree ones are more likely to connect different modules ¯ together. By contrast, note that for regular networks the C(k) curve, as the k¯ nn (k) one, reduces to a single point which now is (z, Ci ). It is also possible to compute the average clustering coefficient C¯ over all vertices: C¯ ≡



N X



Ci



(1.32)



i=1



This quantity represents the average probability to find a link between two randomly chosen neighbours of a vertex (clearly 0 ≤ C¯ ≤ 1). The empirical analysis of real networks reveals that they are always characterized by a ‘large’ ¯ in a sense that we partly explain here and more rigorously clarify in value of C, section 2.1. An analysis of some real networks reveals that the rescaled quantity ¯ u displays an approximate linear dependence on the number of vertices N : C/c ¯ u∝N C/c



(1.33)



¯ u ∝ N 0.96 . This is shown in fig.1.7, reporting the data with best power-law fit C/c As a comparison, note that regular graphs obviously display C¯ = Ci , and there¯ u = 1 for fully connected graphs, C/c ¯ u = 0 for regular lattices with fore C/c ¯ u= l = 1, and C/c



3(N −1)(z−2D) 4z(z−D)



∝ N for regular lattices with l > 1. Therefore



¯ u with N observed for real the latter display the qualitative linear scaling of C/c networks. As regular lattices with l > 1, real networks are on average highly clustered.



1.3.4



Global properties



Although it is in principle possible to proceed with the analysis of fourth-order properties and so on, the study of higher-order properties of real networks generally goes directly to the global ones, which are those that require the exploration of the entire network to be computed. Since in a network with N vertices the 34
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Figure 1.7: Log-log plot of the ratio between average clustering coefficient C¯ and connectance cu as a function of the size N of the network. Full circles represent data from the 18 networks summarized in ref. [13]: 2 food webs, the substrate network and the reaction graph of the bacterium E. coli, the neural network of the nematode C. elegans, the collaboration network between movie actors, the power grid, 6 scientific coauthorship data sets, 2 maps of the Internet, the WWW, the networks of word co-occurrence and word synonymy. Empty circles represent data from 16 additional food webs [59]. The solid line represents the best power-law fit to the data, having slope 0.96 (modified from ref. [59]).
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Chapter 1. Empirical properties of complex networks longest path required to go from a vertex to any other contains at most N − 1 links, or N if one is interested in loops of lenght N , it follows that global properties involve products of at most N adjacency matrix elements: bi i bi i . . . bi i bi i | 1 2 2 3 {z N −1 N N }1



(1.34)



N factors



Global properties often have the most important effect on processes taking place on graphs, since they are responsible for the way information ‘spreads’ over the network and for the possible emergence of any sort of collective behaviour of vertices (some of these aspects will be covered in part III). Here we consider two (out of the many) examples of global network properties: the cluster structure and the average distance, which are intimately related to each other.



Two vertices in an undirected network are said to belong to the same cluster, or connected component, if a path exists connecting them through a certain number of links. The size of a cluster is the number of vertices present in it. Note that for each of the regular networks shown in fig.1.2 all vertices belong to the same cluster. For directed networks, it is in general possible that a path going from a vertex i to a vertex j exists, while no path from j to i is there. In other words, it is possible to define the in-component of vertex i as the set of vertices from which a path exists to i, and the out-component of i as the set of vertices to which a path exists from i. Finally, two vertices i and j are said to belong to the same strongly connected component if it possible to go from i to j and from j to i. There is in principle no limit on the number and size of connected components in a graph. However, an empirical property of most real networks is the presence of one largest component containing a significant fraction of the vertices, plus a certain number of much smaller components with the few remaining vertices. This means that the spread of information on real networks is efficient, since starting from a vertex in the largest component it 36



1.3. Empirical topological properties is possible to reach a large number of other vertices in the same component. The presence of the largest component is interesting also for theoretical reasons, since it is related to the occurrence of a phase transition in models where links are drawn with a specified probability. This important point will be treated in sections 2.1, 2.5 and in part III.



Another important property, which clarifies better the communication properties in a network, is the shortest distance between vertices. For each pair of vertices i and j in an undirected graph, it is possible to define their shortest distance dij as the minimum number of links that must be crossed to go from i to j. Note that for directed graphs in general dij 6= dji , however in most cases the average distance, as the clustering coefficient, is computed on the undirected version of the network. Therefore we always assume that dij = dji and that the graph is undirected. It is then possible to define the average distance d¯ over all pairs of vertices. Note that if two vertices belong to different clusters, then ¯ is formally infinite. To prevent the distance between them, and consequently d, this outcome, d¯ is usually computed only over those pairs of vertices belonging to the same cluster. The empirical behaviour of d¯ is very important. It turns out that, even in a network with an extremely large number of vertices, the average distance between them is always very small. This property, known as the small-world effect, is shown in fig.1.8 where a plot of d¯ln k¯ versus N is reported for a set of real networks. Even if with a number of exceptions, a general logarithmic trend is observed, meaning that d¯ scales with N according to the approximate law ln N d¯ ≈ ln k¯



(1.35)



The above equation is usually taken as a quantitative statement of the smallworld effect. Its importance lies in the remarkable deviation from the behaviour of regular graphs in any Euclidean dimension D, which instead display d¯ ∝ N 1/D 37
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Figure 1.8: Log-linear plot of the product between the average distance d¯ and the logarithm of the average degree ln k¯ as a function of number N of vertices for a set of real networks studied in ref. [13] (see the cited reference for the symbol legend). The dashed line represents the curve ln N , showing that real data approximately follow ¯ even if with some exceptions (modified from ref. [13]). the law d¯ = ln N/ ln k,



and are therefore characterized by a much larger average distance. The smallworld effect is sometimes defined (in a ‘stronger’ sense) as the simultaneous presence of a small average distance and a large average clustering coefficient. As we mentioned, both properties are empirically observed. A model explicitly designed to reproduce these two properties simultaneously will be presented in section 2.2.
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Chapter 2 Theoretical models of complex networks In this chapter we review various theoretical models which have been proposed in order to reproduce some of the empirically observed properties of real networks. The common aspect of all these models is that the deviation of real networks from regular graphs is modelled through the introduction of some ‘disorder’ according to suitable stochastic rules. All the models described below (and largely most models in the literature) are therefore stochastic models. As a consequence they are also ensemble models, since they define a whole set of possible realizations of a network, rather than a single graph. Ensemble averages give the expected value of any topological property. They will be denoted by angular brackets h· · · i to avoid confusion with averages over the vertices of a single graph, which are instead denoted by a bar as in the previous chapter. As we show below, it turns out that not only regular graphs, but also ‘simple’ stochastic models fail in reproducing the empirical topology of many networks, therefore motivating the introduction of the term ‘complex networks’ and leading to the conclusion that scale-free behaviour, clustering and degree correlations of real networks are probably determined by nontrivial organizing principles such 39



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks as evolution and/or optimization. The notions introduced in this chapter, especially those presented in sections 2.5 and 2.6, will be of fundamental importance throughout Part II.



2.1



The Random Graph model



Introduced by Erd˝os and R´enyi in 1959 [67], the random graph (RG in the following) model is the simplest and earliest stochastic model of an undirected network. Despite its simplicity and inadequacy in reproducing most empirical topological properties, this model remains an instructive reference for many other models, which are often defined as its generalizationsand reduce to it in suitable limit cases. The RG model simply assumes a fixed number N of vertices, the presence of a link between any pair of them occurring with probability q. Links between different pairs of vertices are drawn independently of each other, and with the same probability q. As q varies from 0 to 1, the random graph ranges from an empty to a completely connected network. As a simple example, in fig.2.1 we show four realizations of the RG model with N = 10 corresponding to different values of q.



The expected topological properties of the RG model can be computed quite easily as functions of q [13, 67, 68]. We first consider the expected first-order properties (see section 1.3.1): since there are N (N − 1)/2 possible pairs of vertices, each ‘occupied’ by a link with independent probability q, the expected number of edges is N (N − 1) (2.1) 2 and by a direct comparison with eq.(1.18) we find for the expected connectance hLu i = q



hcu i = q. Similarly, the expected mean degree is ¯ =2 hki



hLu i = q(N − 1) N 40



(2.2)



2.1. The Random Graph model



Figure 2.1: Four realizations of a random graph with N = 10 for different values of the connection probability q.
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Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks If we want to model a real undirected network with a given number of links, we can generate an ensemble of random graphs such that the ensemble average ˜ u . To do this, it suffices to choose hLu i equals the desired (observed) value L



˜ u /N (N − 1) is the desired connectance. Even if the inq = c˜u , where c˜u = 2L dividual graphs in the ensemble will have different values of Lu , the ensemble



˜ u . Therefore the RG model succeeds average hLu i will equal the desired value L in generating an ensemble of networks with any desired connectance, number of links or mean degree.



The other first-order properties are instead in sharp contrast with the empirically observed ones. Each vertex has the same expected degree, which is given by the fraction q of the other N − 1 vertices to which it is on average connected: hki i = q(N − 1) ∀i



(2.3)



The expected degree distribution P (k) (see section 1.3.1) of the model can be computed analytically due to the simple assumptions of equiprobability and independence of different links. It can be shown [13,68] that P (k) has a binomial form, therefore approaching a Poisson distribution for large N : P (k) =







 k ¯ k N −1 k ¯ hki −hki N −1−k −qN (qN ) = e q (1 − q) ≈ e k! k! k



(2.4)



where we have assumed N − 1 ≈ N for large N . The form of the degree distribution of various realization of the RG model is shown in fig.2.2. The Poisson form of the degree distribution is the major drawback of the RG model. The Poisson distribution, as the Gaussian one, has exponentially decaying tails which are in striking contrast with the much ‘heavier’ power-law tails of empirically observed degree distributions described by eq.(1.8) and discussed in section 1.3.1. In particular, the RG model underestimates the number of vertices with large degree. As a consequence, the failure of the RG model 42
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Figure 2.2: Degree distribution P (k) in three realizations of the random graph model corresponding to different values of q.



points out that the ‘disorder’ observed in real networks cannot be reproduced by means of a completely random model, and requires the introduction of more complicated stochastic rules.



Also the second- and third-order properties (see sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3) of the RG model are in constrast with empirical data. The expected average nearest neighbour degree can be computed as P j6=i qhkj i nn hki i = = q(N − 1) ∀i hki i



(2.5)



and therefore the k¯nn (k) curve is flat, in striking contrast with the empirical trends such as those shown in fig.1.5. Similarly, recalling that the clustering coefficient Ci of a vertex can be 43



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks thought of as the probability of finding a link between a pair of neighbours of i (see section 1.3.3), and considering that in the model this probability equals q for any pair of vertices, the expected clustering coefficient hCi i is the same for



¯ each vertex i and is obviously equal to its expected mean value hCi: hCi i = hCi = q



∀i



(2.6)



¯ Therefore the C(k) curve is flat too and the RG model does not display the clustering hierarchy observed in real networks corresponding to trends such as those reported in fig.1.6. Moreover, it turns out that, once q is fixed in order to reproduce the empirical connectance of a real network, the resulting expected ¯ is in general much smaller than the observed one. It is easy to see this value hCi



¯ u = 1 independently of by looking again at fig.1.7: the RG model predicts C/c



N , while real networks display for this quantity the already discussed approximate linear dependence on N . In other words, the edges in real networks are arranged in such a way that there is a higher level of mean clustering than if they were drawn uniformly between all vertex pairs, and the RG model cannot reproduce simultaneously the connectance and the average clustering of real networks. This important point is the basic motivation for the introduction of the small-world model that shall be presented in sec.2.2.



While the low-order properties of the RG model are trivial, the global ones are very interesting, since they highlight some instructive aspects of the model. In some cases, they are also in partial accordance with the empirical results. The cluster structure of the model crucially depends on the parameter q: when q is small, there are many small clusters in the network, while as q increases a phase transition occurs and a very large cluster forms, which spans the entire network when q = 1. More quantitatively, in the infinite size limit N → ∞ the fraction of vertices in the largest cluster turns out to be zero if q < qc and finite if q > qc , where qc ∼ 1/N marks the critical point of the phase transition. In 44



2.1. The Random Graph model the q > qc phase, the largest component is also called the giant component, and its onset is referred to as the percolation transition. When q < qc the size of the various clusters is exponentially distributed, and for q > qc the non-giants components have exponentially distributed sizes too. Remarkably, right at the percolation transition q = qc the cluster size distribution has instead a power-law form, meaning that clusters of all sizes are present in the network. ¯ of the RG model is interesting too. We The expected average distance hdi recall that this quantity represents the average number of links separating two vertices. Therefore it can be computed approximately by noting that, since ¯ then that the expected average number of first neighbours of a vertex is hki, ¯ 2 and that of lth neighbours is hki ¯ l . The average of second neighbours is hki



¯ must be such that all the N vertices are on average reached in hdi ¯ distance hdi ¯



¯ hdi , yielding steps, or in other words N ≈ hki ¯ ≈ hdi



log N ¯ loghki



(2.7)



in accordance with the empirical result reported in eq.(1.35). Therefore the RG model displays the small-world effect discussed in section 1.3.4, even if in the ‘weaker’ sense since the clustering coefficient is small.



We finally mention that the RG model can be defined for directed networks as follows. Each pair of vertices i and j is considered twice, a first time drawing a link from i to j with probability p and a second one drawing a link from j to i with the same probability. As for the undirected case, all links occur with the same probability p (throughout the present work we use the symbols q and p to indicate the probability of an undirected and a directed link respectively). The results are straighforward generalizations of the undirected case. The expected ¯ = (N − 1)p and the expected connectance is average in- or out-degree is hki hci = p. The in- and out-degree distributions have a Poisson form, and all vertices have the same expected average nearest neighbour degree. The clustering 45



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks coefficient and the average distance can be measured on the undirected version of the network through the mapping defined by eq.(1.5). We note that the undirected version of a the directed RG model with connection probability p is formally equivalent to the undirected RG model with connection probability q = 2p − p2



(2.8)



since the probability of having at least one directed link between two vertices i and j equals that of having a link from i to j, plus that of having a link from j to i, minus the probability p2 of having both links simultaneously. Note that the latter also determines the expected number hL↔ i of reciprocated links, which



is a fraction p2 of the N (N − 1) possible ones: hL↔ i = p2 N (N − 1). Then the expected reciprocity is hri =



p2 N (N − 1) hL↔ i = =p hLi pN (N − 1)



(2.9)



which is equal to the expected connectance. Therefore the directed RG model displays a trivial reciprocity structure, in constrast with real networks as discussed in section 1.3.2.



2.2



The Small-World model



In sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 we reported a series of empirical results showing that real networks display a small average distance (like random graphs) and a large average clustering coefficient (like regular lattices with l > 1), and we denoted the coexistence of both properties as the ‘strong’ small-world effect. In order to reproduce this somehow intermediate behaviour of real networks between regular lattices and random graphs, Watts and Strogatz introduced in 1998 the so-called Small-World (SW in the following) model [28]. The idea of the model is to start with a regular lattice and then to introduce disorder by randomly 46
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Figure 2.3: Example of the SW model built on a regular ring (D = 1 and l = 2) for three different values of p: a) p = 0 (maximally ordered graph), b) 0 < p < 1 (small-world network), c) p = 1 (maximally random graph).



‘perturbing’ it. More precisely, each link of a D-dimensional lattice is rewired with probability p in such a way that one of its ends is moved to a randomly chosen vertex (provided that self-loops and multiple links between two vertices are avoided). This procedure is shown in fig.2.3 for a ring (D = 1) with firstand second neighbours interactions (l = 2).



For p = 0 no link is rewired and the network is the original regular lattice. In this case each vertex has the same degree z = 2Dl and both the average distance and the average clustering coefficient are ‘large’. At the opposite extreme p = 1 all edges are randomly rewired and the network is similar to a random graph with the same number of links and average degree k¯ = z. As expected, in this case both the average distance and the average clustering coefficient are ‘small’. The intriguing point is that, for intermediate values of p, there exists a region where the average clustering is large and the average distance is small. ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ The dependence on p of the rescaled quantities C(p)/ C(0) and d(p)/ d(0) is illustrated in fig.2.4. The ‘small-world’ region is present for a wide range of the parameter p. Therefore the model provides an interpolation between regular 47
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¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ Figure 2.4: Dependence of the rescaled quantities C(p)/ C(0) and d(p)/ d(0) on the rewiring probability p in various realization of the SW model (after ref. [28]).



lattices and random graphs which successfully reproduces the small-world effect observed in real networks.



¯ the SW model fails in reproDespite this satisfactory behaviour of C¯ and d, ducing other important topological properties, especially the degree distribution P (k). The form of P (k) is shown, for various values of p, in fig.2.5. Recall that for p = 0 the regular lattice has a delta-like degree distribution. As p is increased towards 1, the degree distribution ‘broadens’ around the mean value k¯ = z, but no power-law tails are observed. As a comparison, the Poisson degree distribution of a RG model with the same average degree is shown. Despite its incompleteness, the SW model remains instructive as a reference for the intermediate behaviour of real networks between ‘order’ and ‘randomness’. It is exactly this property that makes real networks difficult to be captured by simple models. 48



2.3. Evolving models



Figure 2.5: Degree distribution P (k) for various realizations of the small-world model corresponding to hki = 3 and different values of p. The full circles represent the degree distribution for a random graph with the same average degree (after ref. [69]).



2.3



Evolving models



Although throughout the present work we are mainly interested in static networks with a fixed number of vertices, we briefly mention here another interesting and historically important class of models, exploiting the idea of network evolution.



2.3.1



Preferential attachment mechanism



Most evolving models are based on the idea of preferential attachment. We describe here the earliest and most influent of such models, which was proposed by Barab´asi and Albert in 1999 [70]. The Barab´asi-Albert (BA in the following) model assumes a network with initially m0 vertices growing through successive timesteps. At each timestep, a new vertex is added to the network, together with m ≤ m0 new links originating from it and pointing to m preexisting vertices 49



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks chosen with a probability proportional to their degree. In other words, the choice of the m partners is not random, and high-degree vertices are more likely to ‘attract’ future connections. The model is aimed at reproducing real growing networks such as the WWW and collaboration networks, whose topology can be reasonably assumed to evolve gradually in such a way that more ‘visible’ high-degree vertices are more successful in developing new connections. It is possible to show, using various analytical techinques [13, 14], that the expected long-term form of the degree distribution resulting from this process is



P (k) ∝ k −3



(2.10)



independently of the values of the parameters m0 and m. Therefore the BA model succeeds in reproducing qualitatively the power-law degree distribution of real networks (see section 1.3.1). However, the only possible value of the exponent is −3. Moreover, the model has other limitations, including the absence of degree correlations [23, 65] and of clustering hierarchy [60]. A variety of extensions of the BA model have been proposed (many of them are reviewed in refs. [13, 14]) in order to refine it. An interesting example is the class of growing models with nonlinear preferential attachment, where the probability that a preexisting vertex receives a link from the newly introduced one is no more proportional to it degree k, but in general to the power k β with β > 0. One of the motivations for introducing nonlinear preferential attachment is that various empirical analyses suggest [71, 72] that some real networks such as the Internet and collaboration networks indeed grow by preferential attachment, sometimes linearly but more in general with a power-law dependence on vertex degree. It is however interesting to note that, while real scale-free networks driven by nonlinear preferential attachment are observed, the BA model has been shown [13, 14] to generate scale-free networks only in the linear case β = 1. 50
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2.3.2



Vertex copying mechanism



Another class of evolving models is that based on the vertex copying mechanism [20, 73, 74]. In this case too, a new vertex with a certain number of links is added to the network at each timestep, but the target vertices for the newly introduced links are now partly ‘copied’ from the links of an already existing vertex. This results in a sort of ‘speciation’ that generates a vertex that partly inherits the links of an ‘ancestor’, and partly undergoes a ‘mutation’ selecting new neighbours. Vertex copying mechanism are suitable to reproduce the WWW (as an alternative mechanism different from the preferential attachment one), where it is reasonable to assume that new pages are created by ‘copying’ a preexisting page with all its hyperlinks and then partly modifying it [20]. Another promising application is to protein networks [73,74], since genes that code for specific proteins can duplicate during their evolutionary development and subsequently differentiate due to selection. This results in the consequent duplication and mutation of the set of interactions specified by the original gene. The vertex copying mechanism has been shown to reproducing interesting network properties including the scale-free degree distribution [20, 73, 74].



2.4



The Configuration model



With this section we return to static models with a fixed number N of vertices, which will be the main object of interest throughout the present work. We start by presenting the so-called configuration model [25, 34, 75], which can be regarded as a generalization of the RG model presented in section 2.1 in the following sense. The ensemble of networks generated by the RG model is completely random except the expected connectance, which is specified by fixing the connection probability q. In a similar manner, the ensemble of networks generated by the configuration model is completely random except the degree 51



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks sequence, which is specified from the beginning. To be more precise, let us first consider the model for the case of an undirected network. Each vertex i is assigned a desired degree ki and then the ensemble of all graphs compatible with the resulting degree sequence is constructed by randomly drawing links between vertices. It can be shown [75] that every possible topology of a graph with the given degree sequence occurs in the ensemble with equal probability. The degree sequence {ki }N i=1 can be picked from any desired degree distribution P (k), for instance a scale-free one with desired exponent. Note that, once the desired degree sequence is specified, the P number of links Lu = i ki /2 is consequently fixed. Therefore now the actual



values of the number of links and of vertex degrees are fixed, not simply their



expected values as in the RG model (see section 2.1). The aim of the model is to check whether some of the higher-order properties, which are instead subject to randomness, are consistent with those of real networks once the first-order ones are fixed deterministically. If this is the case, one must conclude that these properties are a mere outcome of the specified form of the degree distribution, being consistent with a random assignment of links preserving the degree sequence. For directed networks, the configuration model is easily generalized by assigning each vertex i a given in-degree kiin and out-degree kiout , drawn from the desired distributions P in (k in ) and P out (k out ). It is also possible to specify a joint degree distribution P (k in , k out ) for the probability that a vertex has a desired inand out-degree simultaneously. Fixing the degree sequences also fixes the numP P ber of directed links L = i kiin = i kiout . These links are randomly drawn in



such a way that the desired in- and out-degree sequences are both realized.



A number of expected quantities of the configuration model can be computed by making use of a generating function formalism [34], including the clustering coefficient, the average distance, the critical point of the phase transition where a giant component forms, and the size of the non-giant components. It is also 52



2.4. The Configuration model possible to go one step further and fix not only the degree sequence, but also the degree correlations [65, 66]. In this case too, various expected quantities can be in principle computed analytically and compared with real data. In some cases, the expected properties partially fit some of the empirical ones. Two difficulties come out when the configuration model is used as a network model. First of all, it does not make explicit hypotheses on how networks organize in a given structure. It is rather a null model generating a suitably randomized ensemble of graphs once some low-level information is assumed as an input. A second, more technical problem is that the random assignment of links described above gives rise systematically to (often undesired) self-loops and multiple links between two vertices. Therefore in principle the graph ensemble should not be compared with real networks that miss such kind of links, since this comparison could highlight patterns that are merely due to the differences between the two specified topological classes (some properties of the Internet provide a remarkable example of this effect, as we mention in section 2.4.1). The latter problem is avoided by some variants of the configuration model that we now describe, namely the local rewiring algorithm, the Chung-Lu model and the Park-Newman model. Interestingly, the way this difficulty is dealt with in the Chung-Lu model, and especially in the Park-Newman one, goes at the same time towards one possible solution of the first problem, which shall be described in section 2.5.



2.4.1



The local rewiring algorithm



The procedure described above starts by extracting a degree sequence from a given degree distribution which should ‘reproduce’ like that of the real network we wish to model. This requires to extrapolate an approximate form for P (k) from real data and then pick the degree sequence from it. Maslov, Sneppen and Zaliznyak [25] proposed instead to take directly the actual degree sequence 53
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Figure 2.6: Elementary step of the local rewiring algorithm for a) undirected and b) directed networks. Two pair of edges (here A − B and D − C) are randomly chosen from graph G1 and the vertices at their ends are exchanged to obtain the edges A − C and D − B in graph G2 . Note that the degree of each vertex is unchanged (in the directed case, the in- and out-degrees are separately conserved).



of a real network and generate a randomized ensemble of networks with the same degree sequence. Moreover, they also introduce what they call the local rewiring algorithm to avoid the occurrence of multiple links and self-loops in the randomized networks. The local rewiring algorithm consists in the iteration of the elementary step shown in fig.2.6a and fig.2.6b for undirected and directed networks respectively: two edges are randomly chosen from the initial graph G1 and the vertex at their ends are exchanged in such a way that the new graph G2 has the same degree sequence of the initial one. If the ‘new’ edges already exist in the network, the step is aborted and two different edges are chosen. In this way an ensemble of randomized networks is generated, having the same degree sequence of the original one and no multiple links or self-loops. Therefore this ensemble is different from that generated by the ‘ordinary’ version of the configuration model where such links are present. In particular, since two vertices cannot be connected more than once, here the presence of links between high-degree vertices is suppressed, determining a certain degree of ‘spurious’ disassortativity which is not due to a ‘basic’ anticorrelation between vertex degrees. This remarkable point 54



2.4. The Configuration model highlighted by Maslov, Sneppen and Zaliznyak led them to show that much of the disassortativity observed in the Internet (see section 1.3.2) can be accounted for in this way, while other patterns such as the clustering properties are instead genuine [25].



2.4.2



The Chung-Lu model



Chung and Lu proposed a completely different variant of the configuration model that changes the graph ensemble from canonical to grand-canonical [76]. If we regard links as ‘particles’ occupying the ‘states’ between pairs of vertices, then the above versions of the configuration model define two different canonical ensembles, each containing graphs with exactly the same degree sequence and therefore with a fixed number of particles. By contrast, the RG model discussed in section 2.1 defines a grand-canonical ensemble where the individual graphs can have different numbers of links, even if the ensemble average hLu i equals the



˜ u . Since imposing a fixed number of links complicates seriously desired value L



the analytical calculations, Chung and Lu reinterpreted the configuration model in a grand-canonical form, as a natural extension of the RG model where not only the desired number of links, but the whole desired degree sequence is specified. More exactly, for an undirected network each vertex i is assigned its desired ˜ u = P k˜i /2) and a link degree k˜i (which also fixes the desired number of links L i between two vertices i and j is drawn with probability qij =



k˜i k˜j ˜u 2L



(2.11)



The reason for the above choice is that the ensemble averages of the degrees converge to their desired values: hki i =



X j



P ˜ j kj = k˜i qij = k˜i ˜u 2L 55
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Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks Therefore if the desired degrees are picked from a distribution P (k˜i ) the expected degrees will be distributed according to the same distribution (however, as we show below, we are not free to choose any desired form of the distribution). The factorizable form of qij also implies that no degree correlations are introduced: P P ˜2 ˜j q k ij j j kj hkinn i = = P (2.13) ˜ k˜i j kj which is independent of i and has the expected form k 2 /k¯ valid for uncorrelated



networks (see section 1.3.2). We note that the model can be formulated for directed graphs as follows: each vertex i is assigned simultaneously a desired in-degree k˜iin and a desired out-degree k˜iout , and a directed link from i to j is drawn with probability k˜iout k˜jin pij = ˜ L ˜= where L



(2.14)



P ˜in P ˜ out is the desired number of directed links. This choice i ki i ki =



ensures that hkiin i = k˜iin and hkiout i = k˜iout for all vertices, generalizing eq.(2.12). The Chung-Lu model avoids by construction the occurrence of multiple links and self-loops, since each pair of (distinct) vertices is considered only once. However, to ensure 0 ≤ qij ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ pij ≤ 1 for all i, j in eqs.(2.11) and (2.14), one is forced to consider only those degree sequences satisfying the constraint v u N p uX u ˜ ˜ ki ≤ 2L = t k˜j (2.15) j=1



and similarly k˜iin ≤



p



˜ and k˜ out ≤ L i



p



˜ for directed graphs. We can regard this L



requirement from a different point of view: a connection probability qij > 1 corresponds physically to the presence of multiple links between i and j, and this possibility is avoided only by imposing the above constraint. Therefore the problem of the occurrence of multiple links is circumvented by restricting the possible degree sequences to those satisfying eq.(2.15). 56



2.4. The Configuration model Unfortunately, the above constraint is very strong, and is often violated by real power-law degree distributions where few very large degrees are present. This drawback of the Chung-Lu model led Park and Newman to extend it in such a way that no restriction on the desired degree sequence is imposed, and at the same time no multiple edges are generated.



2.4.3



The Park-Newman model



Park and Newman [77] started from the general problem of finding the form of the connection probability qij that generates a grand-canonical ensemble of graphs with no multiple links and such that two graphs with the same degree sequence are equiprobable, in the original spirit of the configuration model. As for the Chung-Lu model, we want the connection probability to be a function qij = q(xi , xj ) of some quantities xi , xj controlling the expected degrees of vertices i and j. The quantities {xi }N i=1 play a role similar to that of the desired



degrees {k˜i }N i=1 in the Chung-Lu model, even if in this case they turn out to be in general different from the expected degrees {hki i}N i=1 and are therefore denoted



by a different symbol. For the same reason, we use the notation σ(x) to indicate the statistical distribution of the values of x. The starting point is to write the probability Γ(G) of occurrence of a given graph G (with adjacency matrix bij ) in the ensemble as a product over all pairs of vertices i, j of the factor qij if the link is realized (bij = 1), or the factor (1 − qij ) if the link is not realized (bij = 0): Y Y Γ(G) = qij (1 − qij ) i


=



Y i


= Γ0



i


where Γ0 ≡



Q



i


i


(1 − qij ) Y



(2.16)



Y



i


qij 1 − qij



qij 1 − qij



− qij ) is a product over all vertex pairs and is therefore 57



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks independent of the particular graph G. The above expression can be used to find the form of qij warranting that two graphs G1 and G2 with the same degree sequence are equiprobable. Looking again at fig.2.6, the requirement that the graphs G1 and G2 occur with the same probability Γ(G1 ) = Γ(G2 ) translates into the requirement qAB qAC qDC qDB = 1 − qAB 1 − qDC 1 − qAC 1 − qDB



(2.17)



since the two graphs are identical except the subgraphs defined by the four vertices A, B, C, D. For the above expression to hold for all A, B, C, D, the form of qij must be such that qij /(1 − qij ) = fi fj , where fi is a quantity depending on i alone. Recalling that qij = q(xi , xj ), this means that fi = f (xi ). Rearranging for qij , we have f (xi )f (xj ) (2.18) 1 + f (xi )f (xj ) Any form of f (x) satisfies the requirement, however all nonequivalent choices qij = q(xi , xj ) =



can be reabsorbed in a redefinition of the distribution σ(x). Therefore without loss of generality we are free to choose the simplest nontrivial form, which is the √ linear one that we write as f (x) = zx. This yields: q(xi , xj ) =



zxi xj 1 + zxi xj



(2.19)



where z > 0 is a parameter controlling the expected number of links such as the ˜ u )−1 in eq.(2.11). The above expression is of fundamental importance. factor (2L It ensures that 0 ≤ qij ≤ 1 with no restriction on the distribution σ(x). However the requirement of no multiple links, which is implicit in eq.(2.17), implies a deviation of the expected degrees from the assigned values of x: X zxi xj X qij = hki i = 1 + zxi xj j j



(2.20)



We can inspect the above formula by noting that the expected degree of a vertex with a given value of x depends on x alone: Z zxy hk(x)i = (N − 1) dy σ(y) 1 + zxy 58



(2.21)
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Figure 2.7: Average degree hk(x)i of vertices versus x corresponding to the choice



σ(x) ∝ x−τ for three values of τ . The trend is initially linear and then saturates to the asymptotic value k → N − 1 (atfer ref. [77]).



The behaviour of hk(x)i is proportional to x for small values of x and then ‘saturates’ to the maximum value N − 1 for large x, consistently with the requirement of no multiple or self loops. Park and Newman [77] studied this effect for a power-law distribution σ(x) ∝ x−τ with various values of the exponent τ (see fig.2.7). They found that this behaviour has two important consequences on the topology: firstly, the degree distribution P (k) behaves as a power-law with the same exponent τ for small values of x, but then diplays a cut-off ensuring k ≤ N − 1 (see fig.2.8a). Secondly, the average nearest neighbour degree turns out to be a decreasing function of the degree (see fig.2.8b). As expected, the absence of multiple links generates an ‘effective repulsion’ between high-degree vertices, resulting in some spurious disassortativity. Moreover, the studied mechanism generates a k nn (k) which is not a power-law, even if it approaches a power-law behaviour asyntotically (see fig.2.8b). These results allowed Park and Newman to confirm that, 59
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Figure 2.8: a) Cumulative degree distribution P > (k) corresponding to the choice σ(x) ∝ x−τ for three values of τ . b) Average nearest neighbour degree k¯ nn (k) for the same three choices of the exponent τ . Here isolated symbols correspond to numerical simulations, while solid lines are the analytical predictions (after ref. [77]).



as suggested by Maslov et al. [25] by making use of the local rewiring algorithm (see section 2.4.1), part of the disassortativity displayed by the Internet can be accounted for by this mechanism. The Park-Newman model leads to a very interesting ‘quantum mechanical’ analogy: each pair of vertices i and j can be regarded as a ‘state’ whose occupation number is bij = 1 if a link (or ‘particle’) is there, and bij = 0 if not. The requirement of no multiple links (bij ≤ 1) is equivalent to the ‘exclusion principle’ that there is at most one particle per state, and leads to eq.(2.17) which is the analogous of the Fermi function. Interestingly, the ‘classical limit’ corresponds to the low-density case when q(xi , xj ) ≈ zxi xj



(2.22)



which is formally equivalent to the Chung-Lu model defined by eq.(2.11) with 60



2.4. The Configuration model ˜ u )−1 . As already discussed in section the identification xi = k˜i and z = (2L 2.4.2, in this limit the expected degrees converge to the specified values of x, the degree distribution P (k) to σ(x), and no degree correlations are introduced. Therefore the spurious disassortativity disappears in the sparse limit.



We finally briefly describe the directed case. Now the probability that a directed link from i to j is there is a function pij = p(xi , yj ) of two quantities xi and yj playing a role analogous to that of the expected out- and in-degrees k˜iout , k˜jin in the directed version of the Chung-Lu model defined in eq.(2.14). By looking at fig.2.6b and requiring that graphs with the same in- and out-degree sequence are equiprobable, we are led to a condition analogous to eq.(2.17) with q replaced by p. This implies that in this case pij /(1 − pij ) = fi gj where fi = f (xi ) and gj = g(yj ) are functions of xi and yj alone respectively. Again, all nontrivial choices can be mapped onto the linear case through a suitable redefinition of x and y, therefore we have pij = p(xi , yj ) =



zxi yj 1 + zxi yj



(2.23)



and in this case the classical limit reads pij ≈ zxi yj



(2.24)



which is equivalent to the directed version of the Chung-Lu model defined in ˜ −1 . eq.(2.14) with xi = k˜iout , yj = k˜jin and L Before turning to a different (but related) class of models, we briefly note that all the (directed) versions of the configuration model yield a trivial reciprocity structure. To see this, we first note that in the ‘canonical’ versions with a fixed number of links, the network is randomized in any respect once the inand out-degree sequences are specified. This means that, in the randomized ensemble, two graphs with the same degree sequences but with different numbers 61



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks of reciprocated links have the same statistical weight. As a result, reciprocated links occur completely by chance, with no tendency towards a nonrandom reciprocity structure. Therefore the ensemble average of the reciprocity is trivial. In the ‘grand-canonical’ versions, it is easy to obtain the same result since the probability pij that a link from i to j is there is independent on whether the reciprocal link from j to i is there. In other words, the two links does not affect the presence of each other, and the reciprocity is trivial.



2.5



Hidden-Variable models



Hidden variable (HV in the following) were first introduced by Caldarelli et al. [78] and by S¨oderberg [79] and later studied in deeper detail by Bogu˜ na´ and Pastor-Satorras [80] and by Servedio et al. [81]. These models consider a static network with N vertices. Each vertex i is assigned a ‘hidden variable’ or ‘fitness’ xi , drawn from a given statistical distribution σ(x), which determines the probability that i connects to other vertices. In the simplest (and most studied) case of an undirected network, the probability qij that two vertices i and j are connected is a function q(xi , xj ) of their fitness values. Note that we require qij = qji , since there is no preferred ordering of i and j when drawing an undirected link between them. The ensemble of networks is constructed by keeping the fitness values {xi }N i=1 fixed and repeating the random assignment of links. The expected topological properties of the model depend on the fitness distriR bution σ(x), which we assume to be normalized so that dx σ(x) = 1, and on



the functional form of q(xi , xj ). Clearly, if each vertex has the same fitness value xi = x, corresponding to a delta-like σ(x), the RG model is recovered. The same



occurs for the special case of a constant connection probability q(xi , xj ) = q independently of σ(x).
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2.5. Hidden-Variable models We note that hidden-variable models can be regarded as a generalization of the models described in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, where the form of the connection probability q(xi , xj ) is not restricted to eq.(2.19) or (2.22), and the variable xi plays the role of any ‘physical’ quantity assumed to determine the role of vertex i in the network. This makes hidden-variable models particularly suitable to detect the organizing mechanisms shaping the topology of real networks, since the fitness x can be in principle identified with an empirical quantity associated to each vertex. By contrast, in the configuration model no explicit assumption is made on the underlying mechanism determining network topology, since the degree sequence is taken as an input information without explanation. At the moment, the only other models making assumptions on the network formation process are those belonging to the class of evolving models described in section 2.3. While evolving models are particularly suitable to model networks whose future topology is likely to be determined essentially by their past one, without any additional ‘external’ information, hidden-variable models are better adapted to model static networks where the topological properties are essentialy determined by some additional information of non-topological nature but intrinsically related to the role played by each vertex in the network. Understanding which of the two mechanisms (if any) is the relevant one for a particular network sheds light on its organizing principles. In chapters 3 and 4 we show that hiddenvariable models capture many topological properties of two classes of real-world networks.



Many low-order expected properties of hidden variable models can be computed analytically and confirmed by numerical simulations. As a useful rule of thumb, we note that the ensemble average of the generic element bij of the adjacency matrix of the network is hbij i = q(xi , xj ) 63



(2.25)



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks and that, due to the independence of different links, the ensemble average of products of the adjacency matrix elements factor into   hb2 i = hb i = q(x , x ) if i = k and j = l or i = l and j = k ij i j ij hbij bkl i =  hb ihb i = q(x , x )q(x , x ) else ij kl i j k l (2.26) Equations (2.25) and (2.26), along with their higher-order generalizations, allow to compute many expected topological properties. To start with, the expected number of links is obtained by making use of the definition (1.14) and eq.(2.25): Z Z N X X N (N − 1) u hL i = q(xi , xj ) = dx dy q(x, y)σ(x)σ(y) (2.27) 2 i=1 j


Similarly, we can compute the expected degree of a vertex by means of eqs.(1.6) and (2.25) as hki i =



X



q(xi , xj )



(2.29)



j6=i



Note that the expected degree of a vertex with fitness x depends on x alone: Z hk(x)i = (N − 1) dy q(x, y)σ(y) (2.30) The above result implies that, if k(x) can be inverted to yield x(k), then the degree distribution P (k) can be expressed in terms of the fitness distribution σ(x): dx(k) σ[x(k)] (2.31) dk The expected average nearest neighbour degree can be computed as a generP (k) =



alization of eq.(2.5) by making use of the property (2.26) and the definition (1.22): hkinn i



=



P



j6=i



q(xi , xj )hkj i = hki i



P



j6=i
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P k6=j q(xi , xj )q(xj , xk ) P j6=i q(xi , xj )



(2.32)



2.5. Hidden-Variable models and therefore the expected average nearest neighbour degree of a vertex with fitness x depends on x alone: R R (N − 1) dy dz q(x, y)q(y, z)σ(y)σ(z) R hk (x)i = dy q(x, y)σ(y) nn



(2.33)



Finally, by exploiting eqs.(1.30) and (2.26) we can express the expected clustering coefficient of vertex i as: P P j6=i



hCi i =



q(xi , xj )q(xj , xk )q(xk , xi ) hP i2 q(x , x ) i j j6=i



k6=i,j



(2.34)



where, for clarity of the notation, we assumed hki i2 − hki i ≈ hki i2 in the denominator (the full expression should be used for low-degree vertices). In this case too, the expected clustering coefficient of a vertex with fitness x depends on x alone: hC(x)i =



R



dy



R



dz q(x, y)q(y, z)q(z, x)σ(y)σ(z) R 2 dy q(x, y)σ(y)



(2.35)



Note that since the expected values hC(x)i and hk nn (x)i depend only on the fit-



¯ ness x, they must be equal to their expected average values hC(x)i and hk¯nn (x)i



¯ over all vertices with fitness x: hC(x)i = hC(x)i and hk nn (x)i = hk¯nn (x)i. Therefore the knowledge of x(k), inserted into eqs.(2.33) and (2.35), allows to ¯ obtain the expected expressions for the hk¯nn (k)i and hC(k)i curves. Also the expected global properties can in principle be computed, even if with much more analytical effort. For instance, the cluster structure and the onset of the giant component in HV models has been analysed by S¨oderberg [79] through an extension of the technique used for random graphs and for the configuration model.



2.5.1



The threshold fitness model



An interesting choice proposed by Caldarelli et al. [78] is when the fitness distribution is exponential σ(x) = e−x



x ∈ [0, +∞) 65



(2.36)



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks and the connection probability is a step function with a threshold x0 : q(xi , xj ) = Θ(xi + xj − x0 )



(2.37)



With this choice, two vertices are connected if the sum of their fitness values exceeds x0 . It is easy to show [78, 80], by making use of eqs.(2.30) and (2.31), that the degree distribution is scale-free with exponent −2. This can also be con-



¯ firmed by numerical simulations (see fig.2.9). The behaviour of k¯nn (k) and C(k) is interesting too, and the network can be shown [78, 80] to display the properties of disassortativity and clustering hierarchy introduced in sections 1.3.2 and ¯ 1.3.3. The k¯ nn (k) and C(k) curves obtained by numerical simulations are also shown in fig.2.9.



2.5.2



The directed case



The hidden variable model can be easily generalized to directed networks. The main difference is that in this case two quantities xi and yi can be associated to each vertex i, controlling the expected out-degree and in-degree respectively. The two fitness values can have different statistical distributions σ(x) and ρ(y). The probability that a directed link from i to j is there is a function of both quantities: pij = p(xi , yj )



(2.38)



Note that now it is possible to have pij 6= pji , differently from the undirected version of the model. The expressions for the expected properties are straightforward generalizations of eqs.(2.30), (2.31), (2.33) and (2.35). For instance, we can write the expected out- and in-degree of a vertex with fitness values x and y as hk



out



(x)i = (N − 1)



hk in (y)i = (N − 1) 66



Z



Z



dy p(x, y)ρ(y)



(2.39)



dx p(x, y)σ(x)



(2.40)



2.6. Exponential models



¯ Figure 2.9: Degree distribution P (k) and plots of k¯nn (k) and C(k) in the fitness model with exponential fitness distribution and threshold connection probability (after ref. [78]).



and, if the above expression are invertible, the expected out- and in-degree distributions read dx(k out ) σ[x(k out )] dk out dy(k in ) ρ[y(k in )] P in (k in ) = dk in



P out (k out ) =



(2.41) (2.42)



In this case too, the Chung-Lu and Park-Newman models defined in eqs.(2.14) and (2.23) can be recovered as particular cases. As for these models, with an argument similar to that used in section 2.4.3 we can conclude that the expected reciprocity of hidden-variable models is trivial.



2.6



Exponential models



The so-called exponential network models were first introduced in a sociological context [27,82] to generate ensembles of graphs matching a given set of observed 67



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks topological properties. Despite the recent revival of interest in networks, physicists ignored exponential models for a long time, until they ‘rediscovered’ them within an explicit statistical-mechanics framework [83–85] and showed that traditional tools borrowed from statistical physics could successfully contribute to investigate, and sometimes even solve, them explicitly [83]. The main idea inspiring exponential models is to assume that an ‘energy’, or Hamiltonian, H is associated to any possible configuration of a static network with N vertices. The form of the Hamiltonian determines the equilibrium statistical properties of a specified ensemble of networks (which here is the ‘configuration space’) as in traditional statistical mechanics. All thermodynamic quantities, which here correspond to expected topological properties, can in principle be computed starting from the Hamiltonian through the usual calculation of the partition function. The latter will be a canonical partition function if the chosen ensemble of graphs is a canonical one with a fixed number of links, or a grand-canonical partition function if the graph ensemble is a grand-canonical one with a varying number of links (see the discussion in section 2.4.2). In the following, we assume the more general (and analytically simpler) case of a grand-canonical graph ensemble. Once the ensemble is specified (say, the set of all undirected graphs with N vertices and no self-loops or multiple links) we require that, at equilibrium, the ensemble average hxi of a given topological quantity x equals a desired value x˜ (which presumably is its observed value on a real network that we wish to model). More in general, we may require that the expected values of m topological quantities {hxα i}m x α }m α=1 equal the desired values {˜ α=1 (α can also be a multi-index as we describe later). To this end, we write the Hamiltonian H(G) expressing the energy of every individual graph G in the ensemble as: H(G) =



m X



θα xα (G)



(2.43)



α=1



where xα (G) is the value of xα computed on the particular graph G and {θα }m α=1 68



2.6. Exponential models is a set of parameters that determine the relative weight of the terms in the Hamiltonian and that can also be used, as we show below, to tune the ensemble averages of the m quantities to their desired equilibrium values. Then the grand partition function reads as the following sum over all the graphs in the ensemble X u Z≡ eµL −H(G) (2.44) G



where µ is the chemical potential controlling the number of ‘particles’, which here are the Lu undirected links populating the network (the directed case will be treated below). We note that the chemical potential is not explicitly introduced in the literature (even when considering grand-canonical graph ensembles), since by choosing xα0 = Lu for one of the m quantities specified in eq.(2.43) the role of µ is played by the associated parameter −θα0 . The reason why we use µ explicitly will be clear in chapter 6, where we extend this formalism to the case with different ‘chemical species’, each controlled by the corresponding chemical potential. The probability of occurrence of a given graph G is P (G) =



eµL



u −H(G)



Z



and the ensemble average of xα is P u X X 1 ∂Z ∂Ω eµL − β θβ xβ (G) =− = hxα i ≡ xα (G)P (G) = xα (G) Z Z ∂θα ∂θα G G



(2.45)



(2.46)



where we have introduced the grand potential (or free energy) Ω ≡ − ln Z



(2.47)



Depending on the form of the Hamiltonian (2.43), or in other words on the chosen quantities {xα }m α=1 , a variety of special cases can be defined. To progress analytically, one needs to write each of the m quantities in terms of the adjacency matrix. For instance, every lth-order quantity that can be written as a product of l adjacency matrix elements bi i bi i . . . bi i | 1 2 2 3{z l l+1} l factors
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(2.48)



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks will appear in the Hamiltonian multiplied by the associated parameter θi1 ,i2 ,...,il+1 . Then, by writing the sum over each graph G in eq.(2.44) as a sum over the corresponding adjacency matrices {bij } it is in principle possible to compute the partition function, even if the calculations become very difficult for high orders.



2.6.1



Simple cases



We start by considering the rather simple case defined by the Hamiltonian X



H=



ij bij



(2.49)



i


Note that in this model the total energy H of the graph is the sum of the energies ij corresponding to its individual edges. Each energy ij can be regarded as the ‘cost’ of placing a link between i and j. With this choice the grand partition function reads Z = =



X



eµL



u −H



{bij }



Y X



=



X



e



P



i


i


XY



e(µ−ij )bij



(2.50)



{bij } i


{bij }



e(µ−ij )bij =



=



Y



(1 + eµ−ij ) =



i


Y i


Zij



where we have introduced the vertex-pair partition function Zij = 1 + eµ−ij



(2.51)



Finally, the grand potential is Ω = − ln Z = −



X i


ln Zij =



X



Ωij



(2.52)



i


where Ωij = − ln Zij



(2.53)



Equations (2.49-2.53) completely define the model. From the grand potential it is possible to compute all the relevant quantities. For instance, the expected 70



2.6. Exponential models ‘occupation number’ of the pair of vertices i, j, which is the probability that they are connected, is qij = hbij i = −



1 ∂Ωij = ∂µ 1 + eij −µ



(2.54)



and the expected total number of links in the network is hLu i = −



X ∂Ωij X ∂Ω =− = qij ∂µ ∂µ i


(2.55)



as expected.



We now show that the random graph model, the configuration model and hidden-variable models can be recovered as particular cases of the exponential model defined by the Hamiltonian (2.49). The simplest case is when all energies are equal: ij = 



(2.56)



With such a choice the Hamiltonian reads H=



X



bij = Lu



(2.57)



i


This corresponds to m = 1, x1 = Lu and θ1 =  in eq.(2.43), and we are therefore only requiring that the expected number of links hLu i can be set to



˜ u by tuning the parameter . This requirement corresponds any desired value L



to the random graph model discussed in section 2.1, therefore we expect to recover the same results here. Note that, as discussed above, the role played by  is the same as that of the chemical potential, which in our notation appears explicitly. Therefore we can reabsorbe  in a redefinition of µ and we are free to set  = 0 without loss of generality. Looking at eq.(2.54), this yields qij = q = 71



1 1 + e−µ



(2.58)



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks and as expected we recover the constant form for the connection probability characterizing the random graph model (see section 2.1). The probability q is here determined by µ, so the role of the chemical potential controlling the number of ‘particles’ appears very clear.



We now consider the additive case ij = αi + αj



(2.59)



resulting in H(G) =



X



(αi + αj )bij =



i


X



αi bij =



i6=j



X



αi k i



(2.60)



i



Note that in this case we are requiring to set the expected value of each degree hki i to any desired value k˜i by tuning the corresponding parameter αi . In other words, we are fixing the desired degree sequence and we expect this case to be equivalent to the grand-canonical version of the configuration model described in section 2.4.3. Indeed, eq.(2.54) now reads qij =



1 1 + eαi +αj −µ



(2.61)



and by introducing the fugacity z ≡ eµ and the fitness xi ≡ e−αi , it is easy to see that the above equation is the same as eq.(2.18), corresponding to the configuration model as expected. We find again that µ appears in the parameter z controlling the expected number of links.



In the above case, ij = − ln(xi xj ). More in general, if the link energy can be expressed as any function of some ‘fitness values’ of the two vertices ij = (xi , xj )



(2.62)



then the probability qij will be fitness-dependent too: q(xi , xj ) =



1 1 + e(xi ,xj )−µ 72



(2.63)



2.6. Exponential models leading us to the general case of the hidden-variable models described in section 2.5. All the expressions for the expected topological properties of hidden-variable models can therefore be used in this case too.



We now briefly consider the directed case. The Hamiltonian (2.49) becomes H=



X



ij aij



(2.64)



i6=j



and calculations analogous to those presented above allow to write the grand partition function as Z=



Y i6=j



Zij =



Y



(1 + eµ−ij )



(2.65)



i6=j



and the grand potential as Ω = − ln Z = −



X i6=j



ln Zij =



X



Ωij



(2.66)



i6=j



The probability that a directed link from i to j is there is pij = haij i = −



∂Ωij 1 = ∂µ 1 + eij −µ



(2.67)



Note that now µ controls the expected number of directed links hLi, which is hLi = −



∂Ω X = pij ∂µ i6=j



(2.68)



Now, in the constant case ij =  and, after reabsorbing  in µ, we recover the directed random graph model discussed in section 2.1: H=



X



aij = L



i6=j



⇒



pij = p =



1 1 + e−µ



(2.69)



In the additive case we have in general ij = αi + βj , since for directed graphs ij can be asymmetric. This allows to have two parameters controlling separately the in- and the out-degree: H=



X i6=j



(αi + βj )aij =



X



(αi kiout + βi kiin )



i



73



⇒



pij =



1 1+



eαi +βj −µ



(2.70)



Chapter 2. Theoretical models of complex networks and this choice is equivalent to the directed version of the configuration model defined in eq.(2.23), where z ≡ eµ is the fugacity and xi ≡ e−αi , yj ≡ e−βj are the fitness values. Finally note that, for the more general case when ij = (xi , yj ), we recover the class of directed hidden-variable models defined by p(xi , yj ) =



1 1+



e(xi ,yj )−µ



(2.71)



which is equivalent to eq.(2.38). In this case too, the reciprocity structure is completely random and its empirical patterns are not reproduced.



2.6.2



The reciprocity model



We showed that exponential models, even in the simple case described by eq.(2.49) or eq.(2.64), incorporate a series of models that capture, at least partly, some of the topological properties of real networks. By introducing additional terms in the Hamiltonian it is therefore possible to refine these models and reproduce additional empirical properties, even if this often results in a complicated analytical treatment. As an example, we briefly consider here the case of the reciprocity model [82]. As we showed throughout the present chapter, none of the static models we presented succeeds in reproducing the observed reciprocity of real networks. A way to take reciprocity into account in the context of exponential models is to add an extra term H 0 to the Hamiltonian (2.64): H=



X i6=j



ij aij + H 0



H 0 = −λ



X i6=j



λ aij aji = − L↔ 2



(2.72)



This idea is at the basis of the reciprocity model proposed by Holland and Leinhardt [82] in 1981 to study the mutuality between relationships in social networks. The above model was studied analytically by Park and Newman [83] in the case ij =  by treating H 0 as a perturbation and L as the unperturbed Hamiltonian: λ H = L − L↔ 2 74



(2.73)



2.6. Exponential models After rather long analytical calculations, they found that in this particular case the perturbation expansion can be resummed to all orders to give an exact expression for the partition function. In our notation with  absorbed in the chemical potential µ, the final expression for the expected reciprocity is hri =



1 1 + e−µ−λ



(2.74)



and therefore this model generates nontrivial reciprocity. Note that hri increases as λ increases. In particular, a positive value λ > 0 encourages the formation of reciprocated links, while a negative value λ < 0 discourages it. When λ = 0 the Hamiltonian (2.73) becomes equivalent to that defined in eq.(2.69) corresponding to the directed random graph, and, as expected, the reciprocity structure is trivial since hri = 1/(1 + e−µ ) equals the connectance p of the network as in eq.(2.9). Unfortunately, even in the λ 6= 0 case the topological properties, with the exception of the reciprocity, resemble those of the directed random graph corresponding to the unperturbed Hamiltonian. One could then loosen the restriction ij =  and consider more general forms for H. For instance, choosing ij = αi + βj in eq.(2.72) results in the so-called ‘p1 ’ model [82]: X λ (2.75) H= (αi kiout + βi kiin ) − L↔ 2 i which is equivalent to adding the perturbation H 0 to the Hamiltonian in eq.(2.70) defining the directed configuration model. However, the use of perturbation theory is limited by its analytical intractability in the case of more complicated Hamiltonians, since the perturbation expansion involves averages over the ensemble defined by the unperturbed Hamiltonian [83]. This limitation motivates us to introduce in chapter 6 a general framework allowing to treat the reciprocity in a non-perturbative way and to consider more complicated Hamiltonians. Among other interesting outcomes, we derive the solution of the models defined by eqs.(2.73) and (2.75) directly as particular cases of a more general formalism. 75
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Part II Results: Topology of Real Complex Networks
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Chapter 3 The World Trade Web As anticipated in the Introduction, throughout Part II we report on our original results regarding the empirical analysis and the theoretical modelling of various real-world networks. In this chapter and in the next one we show that the hidden-variable models introduced in section 2.5 (or equivalently their formulation as exponential models described in section 2.6) are extremely successful in reproducing many empirical properties of two classes of real networks: a large set of temporal snapshots of the World Trade Web and three Shareholding Networks corresponding to different financial markets. At the moment, our results are the only examples in the literature where the hidden variable has been identified with an empirical quantity -the wealth associated to each vertex- determining the topology. This remarkable result gives physical meaning to the models and suggests the explicit role played by the wealth in the organization of economic networks. On the other hand, in chapter 5 we show additional empirical results highlighting that the reciprocity of these and several other networks is never reproduced by the models usually proposed. This leads us to introduce in chapter 6 a general framework that explicitly accounts for the observed reciprocity and at the same time includes the satisfactory features of other models. Remarkably, all the results of Part II will be recovered as particular cases of such formalism. 79



Chapter 3. The World Trade Web



3.1



Introducing the World Trade Web



The global trade activity is one example of a large-scale economic system whose internal structure can be represented and modeled by a graph. From publicly available annual trade data [86], which we briefly describe below, it is possible to define the World Trade Web (WTW in the following), where each world country is represented by a vertex and the flow of money between two trading countries is represented by a directed link between them. Note that the system evolves in time: if i imports some good from country j during the year t, then a link from i to j is drawn in the t-th snapshot of the graph, corresponding to a nonzero entry aji (t) = 1 in the corresponding adjacency matrix. Otherwise, no link is drawn from i to j and aji (t) = 0. With this convention the direction of the link always follows that of the wealth flow, since exported (imported) goods correspond to wealth flowing in (out). In such a description, if N (t) denotes the number of P (t) world countries during year t, the in-degree kiin (t) = N j=1 aij (t) and the outP (t) degree kiout (t) = N j=1 aji (t) of a country i correspond to the number of countries



importing from and exporting to i respectively. In the present chapter we focus however on the undirected version of the evolving WTW, while in chapter 5 we complete this picture by considering its directed representation. For each year



t, the undirected version of the network is described by the adjacency matrix bij (t), which is related to aij (t) through a time-dependent version of the mapping defined by eq.(1.5): bij (t) ≡ aij (t) + aji (t) − aij (t)aji (t)



(3.1)



and each pair of vertices i, j is considered connected if i and j trade in at P (t) least one direction. Therefore the ‘undirected’ degree ki (t) = N j=1 bij (t) simply represents the number of trade partners. Our analysis is based on a detailed



dataset [86] reporting the annual amount of money involved in imports and exports between all pairs of world countries for each year in the period 194880



3.2. Explicit fitness-dependence of static properties 2000, and the annual values of the relative Gross Domestic Product (GDP in the following) and population size of each world country for each year in the period 1950-1996. Therefore for the period 1950-1996 we have simultaneous data for the WTW structure and for the GDP values. The results we present now, which have been published in refs. [1, 11], are relative to the latter time interval.



3.2



Explicit fitness-dependence of static properties



For clarity, we first analyse the static properties of the WTW at fixed time by identifying the relevant parameters determining its topology, and then describe its evolution by studying the evolution of these parameters in section 3.3. The results shown are for the year 1995; very similar results hold for each year in the database. For the 1995 data, the number of countries equals N (1995) = 191 and the number of undirected links is Lu (1995) = 16, 255. We note that a study of the WTW for the year 2000 based on a different dataset was already studied by Serrano and Bogu˜ na´ in ref. [47], yielding the results described in chapter 1 and shown in figs.1.5b and 1.6b. The authors also observed a power-law degree distribution with exponent −1.6, even if extending over a very small interval. The analysis we present here is based on a more detailed dataset reporting all trade relationships for each country, and not only a limited number of them as in ref. [47]. This allows us to extend the previous analysis to a wider region, with interesting results. Moreover, the dataset we are considering here allows us to inspect in deeper detail an interesting effect observed by Serrano and Bogu˜ na´: a rather large value (0.65) of the correlation coefficient between the undirected degree ki of a country and its per capita GDP [47] (even if various countries are individual exceptions to this overall trend). Here we refine this analysis in two aspects. Firstly, since we expect the total GDP to be more closely related to the trade activity of a country than the per capita GDP, we can use the values of 81



Chapter 3. The World Trade Web the population sizes of world countries to determine their total GDP (which we denote by wi for each country i). Secondly, we go beyond the computation of the overall correlation and characterize exactly the form of the dependence of the individual topological properties of world countries on the total GDP. The latter point is a significant step further and turns out to give accurate predictions on the structure of the WTW.



Our analysis starts by considering the hidden-variable model presented in section 2.5 as a suitable model to describe the WTW, where the value of wi represents the natural candidate to be identified with the fitness associated to each country i. In other words, since the WTW is defined by the exchange of wealth among its vertices, we identify the fitness of a vertex with its wealth, which is measured here by the total GDP of the corresponding country. In order to have an adimensional quantity we define the fitness xi of a country i as its relative GDP: xi ≡ where w ¯ =



PN



j=1



N wi wi = PN w ¯ j=1 wj



(3.2)



wj /N is the mean value of the total GDP. With the above



choice, clearly 0 < xi < N



∀i. As we showed in section 2.5, once the set of



fitness values {xi }N i=1 is fixed the expected topological properties of the hiddenvariable model only depend on the normalized statistical distribution σ(x) of the fitness and on the probability q(xi , xj ) that the vertices i and j are connected.



We now look for a characterization of both quantities. R∞ The cumulative fitness distribution σ> (x, t) ≡ x σ(x0 , t)dx0 for our system



is shown in fig.3.1 for four different years (t = 1950, 1965, 1980, 1995) and is



found to display always a power-tail of the form σ> (x, t) ∝ x1−τ , independently of the year t. A power-law with exponent 1 − τ = −1 (corresponding to τ = 2) is shown as a reference for the tails of the distributions. The accordance between this curve and the tails of all distributions allows us to write for the probability 82



3.2. Explicit fitness-dependence of static properties



Figure 3.1: Cumulative fitness distribution σ > (x) (symbols) of world countries for four different years and power law with slope -1 (solid line). (After ref. [11]).



density in the large x range σ(x, t) ≈ σ(x) ∝ x−2



(3.3)



In an economic context, power-law distributions are also called Pareto distributions [87]. Several empirical studies document a widespread occurrence of Pareto distributions characterizing wealth, income and firm size (these results will be briefly reviewed in section 8.1). Here we find that Pareto distributions also describe the world economy. Now we must specify a form of the connection probability q(xi , xj ). Consistently with our expectation that the GDP of a country represents its potential ability to develop trade relationships with other countries, we interpret the GDP (up to a proportionality constant) as the desired degree of a country in the same spirit of sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. The corresponding form of the connection 83



Chapter 3. The World Trade Web probability is then given by eq.(2.19) that we explicitly rewrite here: q(xi , xj ) =



zxi xj 1 + zxi xj



(3.4)



In the following we want to test this prediction against real data. We recall that, once the set of fitness values {xi }N i=1 is specified, the above choice for q(xi , xj ) is such that all realizations of the network with the same degree sequence {ki }N i=1 occur in the ensemble of all possible ones with the same probability (see section 2.4.3). From an economic point of view, this means that once the GDP of world countries is specified, the probability of having a particular realization of the WTW only depends on the numbers of trade partners. We can now consider the expected topological properties of the network. Since the fitness distribution has a power-law tail, it is interesting to compare the predictions of our model to those discussed in section 2.4.3. For instance, the expected number of links is given by: u



hL i =



N X X



q(xi , xj )



(3.5)



i=1 j


¯ = 2hLu i/N of the network. This and determines the expected mean degree hki can be used in order to tune the only free parameter of the model z to a value ˜ u of links in the network. We such that hLu i equals the desired (actual) number L find that for the snapshot under consideration (t = 1995) this is obtained when z(1995) = 78.6. In section 3.3 we consider the values of z for several snapshots of the WTW. For each year, once z is tuned in order to reproduce the desired number of links, there are no free parameters and the predictions of the model can be directly superimposed to the empirical data. Note that in eq.(3.5) and in what follows we avoid the use of integrals since the discrete sums can be directly computed on the empirical values of xi without introducing an approximated analytical form for σ(x) which would result in loss of information. In this way we completely focus on the process yielding the expected quantities once the values 84



3.2. Explicit fitness-dependence of static properties {xi }N i=1 are given as an input. Also note that the resulting predictions already correspond to the ensemble averages, so we do not need to compute mean values over several realizations. A first-order property that can be used to test the predictions of the model is the dependence of the expected degree hki i of each vertex i hki i =



X



q(xi , xj )



(3.6)



j6=i



on the fitness xi . In fig.3.2 we compare the predicted behaviour of hki (xi )i (solid line) with the empirical one of ki (xi ) (circles) and find a close agreement between them. As expected, richer countries have more connections than poor ones. More precisely, hki i is an increasing function of xi such that hki i → N − 1 when xi → ∞. This corresponds to the requirement that no two edges are connected by more than one link, and closely reflects the results of section 2.4.3. In the opposite limit xi ≈ 0 one has q(xi , xj ) ≈ zxi xj and therefore P hki i ≈ zxi j xj ≈ zN xi (both asymptotic trends are shown as a dashed and a dotted line respectively). Figure 3.2 is qualitatively similar to fig.2.7. The



remarkable difference is that here x is an empirical quantity, while in section 2.4.3 it is chosen from an ad hoc distribution. We also stress that the predicted values hki i are obtained only through the empirical GDP data without any additional information about the topology of the network. By contrast, the actual values ki are obtained only from the WTW data, which is an independent source of information. This remarkable comment extends to every result that will be presented below. Once the expected values hki i are given, one can plot the corresponding statistical distribution. In fig.3.3 we compare the empirical cumulative degree distribution (circles) with the predicted one (solid line), and we find that they are in excellent agreement. As a comparison, we note that the empirical degree distribution presented in the previous analysis of the WTW by Serrano and 85
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the observed and expected dependence of the degree k on the (rescaled) fitness x/N (the circles are obtained through a logarithmic binning of raw data). The asymptotic trends k˜ = N − 1 and k˜ ≈ zN x are also shown. (Modified from ref. [1]).



Bogu˜ na´ [47] extends to a narrower region and displays a less pronounced cut-off for large k. This is probably due to the fact that in that case the data set reports only the 40 most relevant links for each country, even if by a symmetry argument the authors recover many (but not all) missing observations [47]. This leads the authors to fit the data with a power law P> (k) ∝ k 1−γ with 1 − γ = −1.6 ± 0.1 (shown as a reference in fig.3.3). Here instead we find that the power-law region is only a small part of the whole degree distribution and we conclude that the WTW is not a scale-free network. The sharp cut-off for large k corresponds to the saturation effect k(x) → N − 1 for large x shown in fig.3.2, and it is in accordance with the theoretical results of ref. [77] presented in section 2.4.3 and shown in fig.2.8a. We now consider a second-order property, the average nearest neighbour degree kinn of vertex i defined in section 1.3.2. The value of k nn predicted by the 86



3.2. Explicit fitness-dependence of static properties



Figure 3.3: Cumulative degree distribution P (k) for the 1995 snapshot of the WTW (circles) and theoretical predictions (solid lines). A power law with exponent −1.6 is also shown as a comparison (dashed line). (After ref. [1]).



fitness model (see section 2.5) is P hkinn i =



j6=i



P



k6=j



q(xi , xj )q(xj , xk ) hki i



(3.7)



In fig.3.4 we plot the values of kinn versus ki for the empirical network and compare them with the predicted ones hkinn i. The accordance is again very good, apart from a slight underestimation of k nn for small k. The upper panel of



fig.3.4 should be compared with fig.2.8b. The decreasing trend of k nn (k) signals the presence of disassortativity, or anticorrelation between vertex degrees (see section 1.3.2. Poorly connected countries are on average connected to well connected (richer) ones. By contrast, in an uncorrelated network k nn is constant. Remarkably, while in section 2.4 we showed that the mechanism suggested in ref. [25] and based on the connection probability of eq.(3.4) explained only some of the observed disassortativity of the Internet, here the model succeeds in providing a complete description of the observed correlation structure. As we no87
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¯ Figure 3.4: Plots k¯ nn (k) and C(k) for the 1995 snapshot of the WTW (circles) and theoretical predictions (solid lines). (After ref. [1]).



ticed in section 2.4.3, it should be stressed that despite a power-law fit of the form k nn (k) ∝ k −ν is commonly proposed in the literature, the numerical simu-



lations shown in fig.2.8b show that the functional form of k nn (k) generated by



the mechanism discussed here is different, even if in the large k range it appears to approach a power-law behaviour. Note that in their previous analysis of the WTW, Serrano and Bogu˜ na´ [47] proposed a power-law fit to the curve, which we showed in fig.1.5b. However, the power-law behaviour extends to a very narrow range. As we anticipated in section 1.3.2, our analysis questions the scaling form of k nn (k). For this reason we avoid to fit our data with a power-law, and we prefer to plot them in linear scale as in fig.3.4. Finally, we focus on the clustering coefficient Ci , which is a third-order topological property (see section 1.3.3). In the fitness model the expected value hCi i 88



3.3. Evolution of the WTW is (see section 2.5) hCi i =



P



j6=i



P



k6=j,i q(xi , xj )q(xj , xk )q(xk , xi )



hki i[hki i − 1]



(3.8)



Figure 3.4 shows the dependence of the clustering coefficient on the degree. The agreement between the predicted and the observed behaviour is again excellent. As noted in section 1.3.3, the decrease of C(k) points out the presence of hierarchy in the network, or the tendency of low-degree countries to trade with tightly interacting partners, and that of higher-degree countries to trade with more loosely interacting partners. As for the k¯nn (k) plot, we note that the power-law trend of the C(k) curve, found by Serrano and Bogu˜ na´ [47] and previously shown in fig.1.6b, is questioned by the results shown in section 2.4.3 for the mechanism discussed here. The results presented so far show that the undirected version of the WTW can be completely reproduced by the hidden-variable model with a natural choice of the connection probability, once the ‘fitness’ of a vertex is identified with the total GDP of the corresponding country.



3.3



Evolution of the WTW



As mentioned in section 3.2, very similar qualitative results hold for each snapshot of the WTW in the database (1950 ≤ t ≤ 1996), the only difference being N (t)



in the quantitative values of N (t), {wi (t)}i=1 and the model parameter z(t). Since these parameters completely specify the topology of the WTW, by following their time-dependence it is possible to monitor the evolution of the network. N (t)



The GDP values {wi (t)}i=1 change significantly in time, however as we showed N (t)



in fig.3.1 the rescaled quantities {xi (t)}i=1 , where xi (t) ≡



wi (t) N (t)wi (t) = PN w(t) ¯ j=1 (t)wj (t)



(3.9)



are always distributed (at least for the most relevant large x range) according to σ(x) ∝ x−2 independently of t, as described by eq.(3.3). Therefore it is possible 89
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Figure 3.5: Time-dependence of a) the number of world countries N (t) and b) the parameter z(t) of the model. (Modified from ref. [11]).



to rewrite eqs.(3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) in integral form as for eqs.(2.30), (2.33) and (2.35), with N replaced by N (t) and q(x, y) by qt (x, y) =



z(t)xy 1 + z(t)xy



(3.10)



˜ u (t). This means where z(t) is fixed year by year in order to have hLu (t)i = L that, since σ(x) does not depend on t, the only time-dependence is in the parameters N (t) and z(t). The evolution of the WTW is completely captured by the behaviour of these quantities, which is shown in fig.3.5.



3.4



Discussion



We stress again the very intriguing result that all the predicted properties of the WTW shown in this chapter are obtained by exploiting only the set of GDP values, and reproduce almost perfectly the actual properties computed on the independent WTW data. By providing a good average description of the global trade activity, our analysis also provides a basis for the characterization of the 90



3.4. Discussion deviations from this average behaviour, such as the detection of geographical preferences due to reduced transportation costs and the identification of countries with more (or less) trade partners than the mean expected value. We believe that the study of such deviations is an important point to be addressed in the future. In regards to the more general problem of network modelling, our results strongly support the hypothesis of the hidden variable or fitness model described in section 2.5, which is likely to capture the topological organization of many other real networks. The possibility of identifying the fitness variable with a physical quantity is a significant step forward, since in previous studies its distribution was chosen quite arbitrarily in order to yield the observed degree distribution of the network in an ad hoc fashion. Instead, once the fitness distribution is fixed by observation as in the present case, the topological properties only depend on the functional form of the connection probability and the choice of the latter allows a deeper physical understanding of the network formation process. In chapter 4 we show another successful example where the hidden-variable model is found to reproduce the properties of real networks.
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Chapter 4 Shareholding networks In the present chapter, based on the results published in refs. [3,8,9], we propose a network description of the financial system formed by the assets traded in a stock market and the corresponding shareholders. As we show below, shareholding networks are characterized by power-law distributions, which here describe the volume and diversification of portfolios. These quantities are the subject of fundamental financial issues such as portfolio optimization [88], and our empirical analysis reveals that they are related through nontrivial scaling relations. We finally show that, as for the WTW, the above results can be reproduced by means of a hidden-variable network model (see section 2.5) relating the observed topological properties to the wealth invested by the shareholders.



4.1



Introducing the shareholding networks



The datasets we analysed report, for all the assets traded in the Italian stock market (MIB) in the year 2002 [89], in the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in the year 2000 [90] and in the National Association of Security Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ) in the year 2000 [90], the list of their largest shareholders and the fractions of shares owned. Also the values of the market capitalization of 93



Chapter 4. Shareholding networks all assets are reported. The number M of assets in the markets is 240, 2053 and 3063 respectively. For each asset, only a limited number of investors (generally those holding a significant fraction of shares) is reported in the datasets. While this biases the estimate of the number of investors of each asset (which can be in principle very large), it does not affect qualitatively the statistical properties of the number of assets in the portfolio of each reported investor. As well known, it happens frequently that some shareholders of a certain company are themselves companies whose shares are traded in the market, so that there is a significant fraction of listed companies which are also owners of other listed companies. This leads naturally to an ‘extended’ network description of the whole system (see fig.4.1a), where the N investors and the M assets are both represented as vertices and a directed link is drawn from an asset to any of its shareholders, which can be persons or listed companies themselves. As a consequence, in this case the total number of vertices is less than N + M . In this topological description the in-degree kiin of the investor i corresponds to the number of different assets in its portfolio (which we call the portfolio diversification). Vertices with zero in-degree are listed companies holding no shares of other stocks. The out-degree k out of a vertex is the number of shareholders of the corresponding asset, but as we discussed above this is a biased quantity and we cannot deal with its statistical description. We also note that a weight can be assigned to each link, defined as the fraction sij of the shares outstanding of asset j held by investor i multiplied by the market capitalization cj of the asset j. The quantity vi ≡



X



sij cj



(4.1)



j



(hereafter the portfolio volume) is the total wealth in the portfolio of investor i. If we consider the subnet restricted to the owners which are listed companies themselves (hereafter the ‘restricted’ net), we obtain the structure reported in fig.4.1b, providing a description of the interconnections among stocks. 94



4.1. Introducing the shareholding networks



Figure 4.1: Shareholding networks for the Italian market: a) the extended net (red vertices = stocks, green vertices = shareholders) and b) the restricted one (stocks labelled with the names of the corresponding companies). Arrow size is proportional to the fraction of shares owned. (After ref. [3]).
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4.2



Scaling of portfolio diversification and volume



In order to characterize the topology of these systems we consider the cumulative statistical distribution P> (k in ) of the number of vertices with in-degree greater than or equal to k in . This analysis has been performed on both the extended and the restricted nets. As reported in fig.4.2, the tail of the distribution computed on the extended nets can always be fitted by a power law of the form P> (k in ) ∝ (k in )1−γ



(4.2)



This corresponds (for large values of k in ) to a probability density P (k in ) ∝ (k in )−γ of finding a holder with a portfolio diversified in exactly k in different stocks. We therefore find that shareholding networks are scale-free. The values of the exponent γ differ across markets: γN Y S = 2.37, γN AS = 2.22, γM IB = 2.97 (however note that in the Italian case the quite large exponent γM IB and the small size of in the net result in a small value kmax = 19 of the largest degree). In the inset of



fig.4.2 we report the behaviour of P> (k in ) computed on the restricted nets. In this case the situation is very different, and no scale-free behaviour is observable. In particular, in US markets the maximum in-degree is significantly decreased, while in the Italian one it remains the same. This means that in the extended networks describing NYSE and NASDAQ the tail of P> (k in ) is dominated by large investors outside the market, while in MIB it is dominated by listed companies, who are the largest holders of the market. For the small k in region of P> (k in ) the opposite occurs. This is reflected in the fact that only 7% of companies quoted in US markets invest in other companies, while the corresponding fraction is 57% in the Italian case.



To capture the weighted nature of the networks, we also consider the number ρ> (v) of investors with portfolio volume greater than or equal to v. Once more (see fig.4.3a), we find that in all cases the tail of the distribution is well fitted 96



4.2. Scaling of portfolio diversification and volume



Figure 4.2: Cumulative histograms N P> (k in ) of k in for the ‘extended’ nets (main panel, with power-law fits) and the ‘restricted’ ones (inset). (After ref. [3]).



by a power law ρ> (v) ∝ v 1−α



(4.3)



corresponding to a probability density ρ(v) ∝ v −α . The empirical values of the exponent are αN Y S = 1.95, αN AS = 2.09, αM IB = 2.24. Note that, since v provides an estimate of the (invested) capital, the power-law behaviour can be directly related to the Pareto tails [87] describing how wealth is distributed within the richest part of the economy. A brief review of empirical Pareto distributions will be given in chapter 8. The small v range of ρ> (v) deviates from the power-law trend. However, since in what follows we will be interested in the limit of large v and k in , the left part of the distributions is quite irrelevant and we shall only consider the Pareto tails and the corresponding exponents.



We now look for an additional characterization of the system under consideration. In particular, we ask if any relation between kiin and its weighted 97
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Figure 4.3: a) Cumulative histrograms of v (money units are millions of current US dollars, or M $) for the extended nets and power-law fits to the tails. b) Scaling of v against k in . The straight lines are the curves v(k in ) ∝ (k in )1/β with β predicted by eq. (4.12), and are not fits to the data. (After ref. [3]).



counterpart vi can be established. Our empirical analysis reveals that this is indeed the case. As shown in fig.4.3b, we find that v is an increasing function of the corresponding k in , following an approximately straight line in doublelogarithmic axes. The slope of this power-law curve is different across the three markets. However, in the Italian case two points deviate from this trend, signalling an anomalous behaviour for small (k in ≤ 3) values of the diversification. We checked that these points correspond to investors holding a very large fraction (≥ 50%) of the shares of an asset, whose portfolio has therefore a large volume even if its diversification is small. Clearly, these investors are the ‘effective controllers’ of a company. While in both US markets the fraction of links in the network corresponding to such a large weight is of the order of 10−4 (so that their effect is irrelevant on the plot of fig.4.3b), in MIB it equals the extraordi98



4.3. Portfolio volume as the hidden variable narily larger value 0.13. This determines the ‘peak’ at small k in superimposed to the power-law trend in the Italian market, and singles out another important difference between MIB and the US markets.



4.3



Portfolio volume as the hidden variable



As for the case of the WTW presented in chapter 3, the explicit relation between the portfolio volume vi and diversification kiin leads us to the framework of hidden-variable models (see section 2.5) where the topological properties of a vertex are expected to depend on an associated quantity or fitness, which in this case is embodied in vi . While for the WTW we analysed the predictions of the directed version of the model, here we need to consider the directed version introduced in section 2.5.2. Each vertex i, representing either an investor or a company, is characterized by two quantities xi and yi , controlling its out- and in-degree respectively. Since in our case the in-degree (portfolio diversification) is directly related to the portfolio volume vi , we expect the role of yi to be played by vi , which is the wealth that i decides to invest. More exactly, we shall regard yi as proportional to vi . By contrast, since the quantity xj is expected to determine the out-degree (number of investors of the asset j), we can regard it as the information (such as the expected long-term dividends and profit streams) associated to the asset j determining the probability that agents ‘invest’ in j. Only M vertices (representing the assets) are assigned the quantity x from the normalized statistical distribution σ(x), and only N vertices (representing shareholders, which overlap with assets) are assigned the quantity y from a different distribution ρ(y). A link is drawn from the asset i to the investor j with a probability which is a function p(xi , yj ) of the associated properties. The simplest choice is the factorizable form p(x, y) = f (x)g(y) 99



(4.4)



Chapter 4. Shareholding networks where g(y) is an increasing function of y, which takes into account the fact that investors with larger capital can afford larger information and transaction costs and are therefore more likely to diversify their portfolios. The function f (x) encapsulates the strategy used by the investors to process the information x relative to each asset. The stochastic nature of the model allows for two equally wealthy agents to make different choices (due for instance to different preferred investment sectors), even if assets with better expected long-term performance are statistically more likely to be chosen. For large web sizes, the expected in-degree of investor j is hkjin i



=



M X



p(xi , yj ) = g(yj )



M X



f (xi ) = g(yj )fT



(4.5)



i=1



i=1



where fT is the total (unknown) value of f (x) summed over all M assets. The above expression implies that the expected in-degree of an investor with fitness y is given by hk in (y)i = g(y)fT



(4.6)



If g(y) is invertible, then the in-degree distribution is given by dy(k in ) P (k ) = ρ[y(k )] dk in in



in



(4.7)



as in eq.(2.40) of section 2.5.2. Analogous relations for k out (x) and P (k out ) can be obtained directly. However, since our information regarding k out is incomplete (as outlined in section 4.1), we cannot test our model with respect to the function f (x), and in the following we shall only consider the quantities derived from g(y). We recall that the above mechanism differs from those explored in evolving network models such as the Barab´asi-Albert one (see section 2.3.1), where new vertices are continuously added and preferentially linked to pre-existing ones with large degree k (‘preferential attachment’ rule). As we mentioned in section 2.3.1, in the latter case the functional form of the degree-dependent attachment probability can be measured [71, 72] in real evolving networks, and is found 100



4.4. Discussion to be proportional to k (‘linear preferential attachment’) or more generally to k β (‘nonlinear preferential attachment’). Here, the attachment mechanism is ‘preferential’ with respect to the variable y, and not to the pre-existing vertex degree. Within this ‘generalized preferential attachment’ framework, the analogous choice for the connection probability is g(y) = cy β



(4.8)



with β > 0, where c is a normalization constant ensuring 0 ≤ g(y) ≤ 1. A



−β possible choice is c = ymax , so that by defining y ≡ v/vmax we can directly set



c = 1. It is straightforward to show that the predicted expressions (4.6) and (4.7) now read k in (y) ∝ y β



(4.9)



P (k in ) ∝ (k in )(1−α−β)/β



(4.10)



where we have exploited the power-law form ρ(y) ∝ y −α for large y. Note that the above results still hold in the more general case when p(x, y) is no longer factorizable provided that in



k (y) = M



Z



p(x, y)σ(x)dx ∝ y β



(4.11)



as in eq.(4.9).



4.4



Discussion



The empirical power-law forms of ρ(y), k in (v) and P (k in ) are therefore in qualitative agreement with the model predictions. Moreover, by comparing eqs.(4.2) and (4.10) we find that the model predicts the following relation between the three exponents α, β and γ: β = (1 − α)/(1 − γ) 101



(4.12)



Chapter 4. Shareholding networks By substituting in the above expression the empirical values of α and γ obtained through the fit of figs.4.2a and 4.3a, we obtain the values of β corresponding to the curves v(k in ) ∝ (k in )1/β



(4.13)



shown in fig.4.3b, which simply represent the inverse of eq.(4.9) in terms of the quantity v. Remarkably, the curves are all in excellent agreement with the empirical points shown in the same figure, except the ‘anomalous’ points of MIB. This suggests that the proposed mechanism fits well the investors’ behaviour, apart from that of the effective holders of a company. Another comparison with the ‘traditional’ preferential attachment mechanism is again revealing. Note that here we always observe the analogous of a superlinear (β > 1) preferential attachment. However, while the traditional mechanism yields scale-free topologies only in the linear case [13,14] (see section 2.3.1), here we observe power-law degree distributions in the nonlinear case as well. This is a remarkable result, since in order to obtain the empirical forms of P (k in ) the exponent β does not need to be fine-tuned, and the results are therefore more robust under modification of the model hypotheses. The above results, together with those presented in chapter 3, support the hidden-variable hypothesis assuming that the presence of non-topological quantities associated to the vertices may be at the basis of the emergence of complex scale-free topologies in a large number of real networks. The results discussed in this chapter are rather surprising since they show that portfolio structure is governed by simple laws in each of the three markets, allowing for an integrated description of both ordinary investors and companies despite their investments are expected to be driven by different factors. The former are in fact expected -at least within the standard framework of portfolio selection [88]- to diversify their investments as much as possible in order to minimize financial risk, while companies instead organize their portfolios in a more focused way in order to establish strategic business alliances. 102



Chapter 5 Reciprocity structure of directed networks In the present chapter, which is based on the results published in refs. [2] and [11], we analyse several directed networks focusing on a particular type of secondorder correlation presented in section 1.3.2: the reciprocity, or the nonrandom presence of mutual links between two vertices. In other words, we are interested in determining whether double links (with opposite directions) occur between vertex pairs more or less often than expected by chance. Although this problem has been studied only occasionally in the recent literature [27, 35, 47] it is fundamental for several reasons. Firstly, if the network supports some propagation process (such as the spreading of viruses in e-mail networks or the iterative exploration of Web pages in the WWW), then the presence of mutual links will clearly speed up the process and increase the possibility of reaching target vertices from an initial one. By contrast, if the network mediates the exchange of some good, such as wealth in the World Trade Web or nutrients in food webs, then any two mutual links will tend to balance the flow determined by the presence of each other. The reciprocity also quantifies how much information is lost when a directed network is regarded as undirected through the mapping 103



Chapter 5. Reciprocity structure of directed networks described by eq.(1.5). As we mentioned throughout chapter 1, this is often done when measuring the clustering coefficient or the average distance (see sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4). Finally, detecting nontrivial patterns of reciprocity is interesting by itself, since it can reveal possible social, biological or different mechanisms that systematically act as organizing principles shaping the observed network topology.



5.1



The standard definition of reciprocity



In general, real directed networks range between the two extreme cases of a purely unidirectional and a purely bidirectional (undirected) graph. As outlined in section 1.3.2, a standard way to quantify where a real network lies between such extremes consists in measuring its reciprocity r as the ratio of the number of links pointing in both directions L↔ to the total number of links L: r≡



L↔ L



(5.1)



Clearly, r = 0 for a purely unidirectional network while r = 1 for a purely bidirectional one. In general, the value of r represents the average probability that a link is reciprocated. However, the above definition of reciprocity introduces various conceptual problems that we would like to highlight before proceeding with a systematic analysis of real networks. Firstly, as discussed in section 1.3.2, the measured value of r must be compared with the null value r rand expected if directed links occur completely by chance: r rand = c =



L N (N − 1)



(5.2)



This means that r has only a relative meaning and does not carry complete information by itself. Secondly, and consequently, the definition (5.1) does not allow a clear ordering of different networks with respect to their actual degree 104



5.2. Reciprocity as a correlation-based quantity of reciprocity. To see this, note that r rand is larger in a network with larger link density, and as a consequence it is impossible to compare the values of r for networks with different density, since they have distinct reference values. Finally note that, even in two networks with the same density, the definition (5.1) can give inconsistent results if L and L↔ include the number of self-loops (links starting and ending at the same vertex). Since self-loops can never occur in mutual pairs, while their number can vary significantly across different networks, a more accurate measure of reciprocity should exclude them from the set of possible mutual connections. Note that in the present work the number of selfloops is always excluded from L and L↔ according to the definition given in eqs.(1.16) and (1.28), but this is in general not true for the rest of the literature.



5.2



Reciprocity as a correlation-based quantity



In order to avoid the aforementioned problems, we propose a new definition of reciprocity (denoted as ρ to avoid confusion with r) as the correlation coefficient between the entries of the adjacency matrix of the directed graph: PN P ¯)(aji − a¯) i=1 j6=i (aij − a ρ≡ (5.3) PN P 2 (a − a ¯ ) ij i=1 j6=i P where the average value a ¯ ≡ i6=j aij /N (N − 1) = L/N (N − 1) turns out to be the connectance c of the network (see section 1.3.1). The requirement i 6= j reflects as usual the exclusion of self-loops. Although the above definition appears much more complicated than eq.(5.1), it reduces to a very simple expression. PN P P P P P 2 ↔ and N Indeed, since N i=1 j6=i aij = i=1 j6=i aij aji = L i=1 j6=i aij = L,



eq.(5.3) simply gives



ρ=



r−c L↔ /L − c = 1−c 1−c



(5.4)



The correlation coefficient ρ avoids the conceptual problems mentioned above, since it is an absolute quantity which directly allows to distinguish between re105



Chapter 5. Reciprocity structure of directed networks ciprocal (ρ > 0) and antireciprocal (ρ < 0) networks, with mutual links occuring more and less often than random, respectively. In this respect ρ is similar to the assortativity coefficient [65, 66], defined by eq.(1.26) in section 1.3.2, which allows to distinguish between assortative or disassortative networks. The neutral or areciprocal case corresponds to ρ = 0. Note that if all links occur in reciprocal pairs one has ρ = 1, as expected. However, if L↔ = 0 one has ρ = ρmin where ρmin ≡ −



c 1−c



(5.5)



which is always different from ρ = −1 unless c = 1/2. This occurs because in order to have perfect anticorrelation (aij = 1 whenever aji = 0) there must be the same number of zero and nonzero aij elements, or in other words half the maximum possible number of links in the network. This is another remarkable advantage of using ρ, since it incorporates the idea that complete antireciprocity (L↔ = 0) is more statistically significant in networks with larger density, while it has to be regarded as a less pronounced effect in sparser networks. Also note that the expression for ρmin only makes sense if c ≤ 1/2, since with higher link



density it is impossible to have L↔ = 0 and the minimum reciprocity is no longer given by eq.(5.5) (values of c larger than 1/2 are observed for the most recent data of the World Trade Web shown below). Finally note that the definition (5.3) allows a direct generalization to weighted networks or graphs with multiple edges by substituting aij with any matrix wij . As for the assortativity coefficient (see section 1.3.2), we can evaluate the standard deviation σρ for ρ in terms of the value ρij obtained by removing the link(s) between vertices i and j, in analogy with eq.(1.27): σρ2 =



X i


(ρ − ρij )2



(5.6)



= L (ρ − ρ↔ )2 + (L − L↔ )(ρ − ρ→ )2 where ρ↔ =



(L↔ −2)/(L−2)−(L−2)/N (N −1) 1−(L−2)/N (N −1)



is the value of ρ when a pair of mutual 106



5.3. Results: empirical patterns of reciprocity links is removed and ρ→ =



L↔ /(L−1)−(L−1)/N (N −1) 1−(L−1)/N (N −1)



is the value of ρ when the link



between two singly connected vertices is removed.



5.3



Results: empirical patterns of reciprocity



We can now proceed with the analysis of the reciprocity in a coherent fashion. Table 5.1 shows the values of ρ computed on 133 real networks. The most striking result is that, when ordered by decreasing values of ρ, all networks result clearly arranged in groups of the same kind. The most correlated system is the World Trade Web (see chapter 3), displaying 0.68 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.95 for each of its 53 annual snapshots [86] in the time interval 1948-2000 (more details on the reciprocity structure of the WTW are given later). The WTW is followed by a portion of the WWW [19] and by two versions of the neural network of the nematode C. elegans [50, 51] (one where the vertices are different neuron classes and one where they are single neurons). For the two neural networks, we find that the reciprocity is preserved (ρneurons = 0.17±0.02 and ρclasses = 0.18±0.04) even after removing the links corresponding to gap junctions (which, differently from the chemical synapses, are intrinsically bidirectional [50,51]). We then have two different e-mail networks (one built from the address books of users [35] and one from the actual exchange of messages [36] in two different Universities). The little difference in the corresponding values of ρ suggests the presence of a similar underlying social structure between pairs of users, either appearing in each other’s address book or mutually exchanging actual messages. A similar consideration applies to the two examples of word association networks [62]: the first one based on the relations between the terms of the Online Dictionary of Library and Information Science and the second one on the empirical free associations between words collected in the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus. Indeed, completely free associations between words seem to reproduce most of 107
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Network



ρ



σρ



ρmin



Perfectly reciprocal



1



−



c − 1− c



most correlated (year 2000)



0.952



0.002



(c > .5)



least correlated (year 1948)



0.68



0.01



-0.80



0.5165



0.0006



-0.0001



Neuron classes



0.44



0.03



-0.04



Neurons



0.41



0.02



-0.03



World Trade Web (53 webs) [1, 86]



World Wide Web [19] Neural Networks [50, 51]



Email Networks [35, 36] Address books



0.231



0.003



-0.001



Actual messages



0.194



0.002



-0.001



Word Networks [62] Dictionary terms



0.194



0.005



-0.002



Free associations



0.123



0.001



-0.001



most correlated (H. influenzae)



0.052



0.006



-0.001



least correlated (A. thaliana)



0.006



0.004



0



−



-0.003 c −1 − c



Cellular Networks (43 webs) [48]



Areciprocal Shareholding Networks [3] NYSE



-0.0012



0.0001



-0.0012



NASDAQ



-0.0034



0.0002



-0.0034



Silwood Park



-0.0159



0.0008



-0.0159



Grassland



-0.018



0.002



-0.018



Food Webs [4, 58]



Ythan Estuary



-0.031



0.005



-0.034



Little Rock Lake



-0.044



0.007



-0.080



most correlated (B. Hope)



-0.06



0.02



-0.10



least correlated (L. Rainbow)



Adirondack lakes (22 webs):



-0.102



0.007



-0.102



St. Marks Seagrass



-0.105



0.008



-0.105



St. Martin Island



-0.13



0.01



-0.13



-1



−



-1



Perfectly antireciprocal



Table 5.1: Values of ρ (in decreasing order), σ ρ and ρmin for several networks. For three large groups of networks, only the most and the least correlated ones are shown.
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5.4. Towards a theoretical framework the mutuality present in a network with logically or semantically linked terms, an interesting effect probably related to some intrinsic psychological factor. The weakly correlated range 0.006 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.052 is covered by the 43 cellular networks of ref. [48], where reciprocity is related to the potential reversibility of biochemical reactions. Finally, we find that the antireciprocal region ρ < 0 hosts the shareholding networks corresponding to two US financial markets [3] (see chapter 4) and 28 different food webs: the 22 largest ones of ref. [58] and the six ones studied in ref. [4] (food webs will be studied in detail in chapter 7). We note that often ρ = ρmin for both classes of networks, highlighting the tendency of companies to avoid mutual financial ownerships and the scarce presence of mutualistic interactions (symbiosis) in ecological webs.



5.4



Towards a theoretical framework



This clear ordering of network classes according to their reciprocity suggests that in each class there is an inherent mechanism yielding systematically similar values of the reciprocity, or in other words that the reciprocity structure is a peculiar aspect of the topology of various directed networks. In all cases we find that real networks are either reciprocal or antireciprocal (ρreal 6= 0), in striking contrast with current models that generally yield areciprocal networks (ρmodel = 0), as we showed throughout chapter 2. To analyse the reciprocity structure in deeper detail, we note that ρ aggregates the information about the connection properties of individual pairs of vertices. Let pij ≡ p(i → j) denote the probability that a link is drawn from vertex i to vertex j. In the general case, the probability p↔ ij of having a pair of mutual links between i and j is given by p↔ ij ≡ p(i → j ∩ j → i) = rij pji = rji pij 109



(5.7)



Chapter 5. Reciprocity structure of directed networks where rij is the conditional probability of having a link from i to j given that the mutual link from j to i is there: rij ≡ p(i → j|j → i) Note that rij ≡



P



i6=j



(5.8)



rij /N (N − 1) = r, motivating the choice of the symbol.



The expected value of ρ reads P P 2 i6=j pij ) /N (N − 1) i6=j pij rji − ( P P hρi = 2 i6=j pij − ( i6=j pij ) /N (N − 1)



(5.9)



In most models the presence of the mutual link does not affect the connection probability, or in other words rij = pij and p↔ ij = pij pji . This yields hρi = 0 in eq.(5.9), confirming that such models generate areciprocal networks. The only way to include reciprocity in the models is considering a nontrivial form (rij 6= pij ) of the conditional probability (hence the information required to generate the network is no longer specified by pij alone). This allows to introduce, beyond p↔ ij , the probability p→ ij ≡ p(i → j ∩ j 9 i) = pij − rij pji



(5.10)



of having a single link from i to j (and no reciprocal link from j to i), and the → → ↔ = probability p= ij (fixed by the equality pij + pji + pij + pij = 1) of having no link



between i and j. The network can then be generated by drawing, for each single vertex pair, a link from i to j, a link from j to i, two mutual links or no link = ↔ → with the corresponding probabilities p→ ij , pji , pij and pij respectively. The two



probabilities (5.7) and (5.10) completely specify the reciprocity structure of the network, and also suggest related new quantities. For instance, if we define the reciprocal degree of a vertex i as the number ki↔ of reciprocated links of i X ki↔ ≡ aij aji (5.11) j6=i



we can easily compute its expected value as X X hki↔ i = rij pji = p↔ ij j6=i



j6=i
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(5.12)



5.4. Towards a theoretical framework Similarly, we can define the numbers ki→ and ki← of non-reciprocated out-going and in-coming links of a vertex i ki→ ≡



X



aij (1 − aji ) = kiin − ki↔



(5.13)



ki← ≡



X



aji (1 − aij ) = kiout − ki↔



(5.14)



j6=i



j6=i



and express their expected values as hki→ i =



X



(pij − rij pji ) =



X



p→ ij



(5.15)



hki← i =



X



(pji − rji pij ) =



X



p→ ji



(5.16)



j6=i



j6=i



j6=i



j6=i



In terms of the above quantities we can also obtain the explicit expressions for the quantities computed on the undirected version of a directed network through the mapping 1.5 that we often considered in the previous chapters. For instance, we have for the ‘undirected’ degree ki =



X



bij =



ki→



ki←



j6=i



=



X j6=i



+



(aij + aji − aij aji )



(5.17)



+ ki↔ = kiin + kiout − ki↔



Finally, we note that the number of reciprocated links L↔ can be obtained in terms of the reciprocal degrees as L



↔



=



N X



ki↔



(5.18)



i=1



and similarly, the number L→ of non-reciprocated links can be written as L→ ≡ L − L ↔ =



N X X i=1 j6=i



aij (1 − aji ) =



N X i=1



ki→ =



N X



ki←



(5.19)



i=1



In chapter 6 we develop a formalism that includes all the above ingredients and reproduces the nontrivial reciprocity of real networks. Before introducing it, we study some empirical properties of the conditional probability. 111
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5.5



Empirical reciprocity structure of the WTW



The form of rij can be in principle very complicated, however in some of the studied networks we find that it is constant. In particular, we observe that in P each snapshot of the World Trade Web the in-degree kiin = j pji and the outP degree kiout = i pij of a vertex are approximately equal, meaning that pij ≈ pji



and hence rij ≈ rji . Then we find (see fig.5.1) that for these networks the recipP P rocal degree is proportional to the total degree kiT = j pij + pji ≈ 2 j pij , or



ki↔ ≈ qkiT . This means that rij ≈ r ≈ 2q and hence ki↔ ≈



r T k 2 i



(5.20)



which is confirmed by the excellent agreement between the fitted values of q and the values r/2 = L↔ /2L obtained independently (see the legend in fig.5.1). A similar trend, even if with larger fluctuations, is displayed by the neural networks and the message-based email network (not shown). On the contrary, the other networks reported in table 5.1 do not display any clear behaviour, meaning that rij has in general a more complicated form.



The behaviour of the WTW is peculiar: while its undirected version studied in chapter 3 is well captured by the hidden-variable model, its directed version we are analysing here displays a nonrandom degree of reciprocity and is therefore not captured by the directed version of the hidden variable model. In the next chapter we introduce a model that reproduces the WTW completely. Here we only note that the constant form of the conditional connection probability allows us to recover the full directed description of the WTW from its undirected version that we analysed in chapter 3. For instance, eqs.(5.17) and (5.20) imply that ki = kiT − ki↔ = 112



2−r T ki 2



(5.21)



5.5. Empirical reciprocity structure of the WTW



Figure 5.1: Plots (separated for clarity) of the reciprocal degree k ↔ versus the total degree k T for six snapshots of the World Trade Web, with linear fit y = qx (error on q: ±0.01). (After ref. [2]).



which can be used to yield kiin ≈ kiout ≈



kiT ki = 2 2−r



(5.22)



Now, the above equation allows to derive the directed quantities kiin and kiout from the undirected one ki through r. This means that the knowledge of r allows to recover the statistical description of the directed WTW from its undirected version. We can therefore complete the analysis of the evolution of the WTW presented in chapter 3 by simply considering the time evolution of r(t), which is shown in fig.5.2 for the 1948-2000 period. For completeness, we also show the evolution of our alternative measure of reciprocity ρ(t). We see that the reciprocity clearly increases, and that the ρ(t) curve is particularly steep between 1990 and 2000. We shall return on this point below. 113
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Figure 5.2: Time evolution of the two measures of reciprocity r(t), ρ(t) for the WTW during the 1948-2000 period.



5.6



Size dependence of the reciprocity



Another important problem is the size dependence ρ = ρ(N ). As evident from eq.(5.4), this depends on both r(N ) and c(N ), which display different trends on different classes of networks and therefore should be considered separately for each class. We found three instructive cases, as reported in fig.5.3. For cellular networks c(N ) ∝ N −1 , implying ρ → r as N increases, therefore the asymptotic behaviour of ρ depends only on that of r, which is found to increase as N increases. By contrast, r ≈ 0 for food webs, so that in this case ρ(N ) only depends on c(N ), whose form is however unclear probably due to the small size of the webs [58], and therefore no clear trend is observed for ρ(N ) as well. The behaviour of the WTW is more complicated because both r and c contribute relevantly to ρ, and because its N -dependence reflects its temporal evolution (N increases monotonically during the considered time interval, as shown in 114



5.6. Size dependence of the reciprocity



Figure 5.3: Plots of ρ(N ), r(N ) and c(N ) on: a) the 43 cellular networks of ref. [48], b) the 28 food webs of refs. [4, 58] and c) the 53 annual snapshots (1948-2000) of the WTW [1, 86]. (After ref. [2]).



fig.3.5a). Between 1948 and 1990, N increases from 76 to 165 mainly since various colonies become independent states, but c and r (and hence ρ) fluctuate about a roughly constant value. Then, after a sudden increase (N > 180) in 1991 due to the formation of new states from the USSR, N grows very slowly while c, r and ρ increase rapidly, an interesting signature of the faster globalization process of the economy and the tighter interdependence of world countries. Indeed, the steep increase ρ → 1 signals that the world economy is rapidly evolving towards an ‘ordered phase’ where all trade relationships are bidirectional. More generally, this could suggest to promote ρ as an order parameter whose continuous variation from ρ < 1 to ρ = 1 corresponds to a discontinuous change in the symmetry properties of the adjacency matrix (from a non-symmetric phase to a symmetric, maximally ordered one), a typical behaviour displayed within the theory of second-order phase transitions and critical phenomena. The most disordered phase corresponds instead to ρ = 0, since rij = pij and 115



Chapter 5. Reciprocity structure of directed networks the knowledge of the event j → i adds no information on the event i → j. The point ρ = −1 is again, even if not completely, informative since rij = 0. The results discussed here represent a first step towards the characterization of the reciprocity structure of real networks and the understanding of its onset in terms of simple mechanisms. Moreover, they can be considered as a starting point for the development of the more general formalism we introduce in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 Multi-species grand-canonical formalism In this chapter we introduce a unifying theoretical framework allowing to recover all the results of the previous chapters as particular cases of a more general model. Our approach starts from the grand-canonical formalism presented in section 2.6, but we introduce the relevant generalization of considering two different ‘chemical species’, representing reciprocated and non-reciprocated links. Before presenting our model we summarize here the motivations for its definition. In chapters 3 and 4 we showed that the hidden-variable model defined in section 2.5, or equivalently its formulation as an exponential model described in section 2.6, succeeds in reproducing many empirical topological properties of two real-world networks. On the other hand, in chapter 5 we showed that the reciprocity of real networks is not captured by most models, including the hidden-variable one. The model discussed in section 2.6.2 is the only exception, however it fails in reproducing other properties beyond the reciprocity. Therefore we would like to define a model able to reproduce the relevant properties of real networks, including their reciprocity structure. In this chapter we show that this is possible by performing a suitable decomposition of the network into 117



Chapter 6. Multi-species grand-canonical formalism a ‘reciprocated’ (purely bidirectional) and a ‘non-reciprocated’ (purely unidirectional) part. This also allows to perform otherwise complicated analytical calculations in a simple and direct way.



6.1



Defining the multi-species ensemble



The basic idea of our approach is to regard reciprocated and non-reciprocated links as different ‘chemical species’, denoted by the symbols (↔) and (→) respectively. We consider a pair of reciprocated links as a single particle of type (↔), and a non-reciprocated link as a single particle of type (→). Therefore, if we denote by L↔ the number of reciprocated links as in eq.(1.28), the number of particles of the species (↔) is L↔ /2. We then denote the number of nonreciprocated links by L→ ≡ L − L↔ as in eq.(5.19), which in this case equals the number of particles of the species (→). The expected numbers of the two types of particles are governed by the corresponding chemical potentials µ↔ and µ→ . Each directed graph can then be regarded as the superposition of two distinct graphs, each with a different chemical species, with the important prescription that each pair of vertices can host at most one type of particle. Therefore the number of accessible ‘states’ is N (N − 1)/2 and N (N − 1) for type (↔) and (→) respectively (since the latter have two possible directions), however the maximum allowed number of particles is N (N − 1)/2 for both types of particles due to the aforementioned ‘exclusion principle’. We can accordingly decompose the adjacency matrix aij of any directed graph in two non-overlapping parts as follows: ↔ aij = a→ ij + aij



(6.1)



The explicit expressions for such a decomposition is a→ ≡ aij (1 − aji ) ij



(6.2)



≡ aij aji a↔ ij



(6.3)
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6.1. Defining the multi-species ensemble → where a→ ij = 1 if a non-reciprocated link from i to j is there (and aij = 0 if not), ↔ and a↔ ij = 1 if a pair of mutual links between i and j is there (and aij = 0 if



not). We can now generalize the graph Hamiltonian defined in eq.(2.64) to the case with two chemical species: H = H→ + H↔ X X ↔ → = → a + ↔ ij ij ij aij i


i6=j



=



(6.4)



X



→ (→ ij aij



→ ↔ ↔ + → ji aji + ij aij )



i


We then write the grand partition function as a double sum over the configuration space: Z = =



X X



e(µ



→ L→ +µ↔ L↔ −H → −H ↔ )



(6.5)



↔ {a→ ij } {aij }



X XY



e[(µ



→ −→ )a→ +(µ→ −→ )a→ +(µ↔ −↔ )a↔ ] ij ij ji ji ij ij



↔ i


=



Yh



=



Y



1 + e(µ



→ −→ ) ij



+ e(µ



→ −→ ) ji



+ e(µ



↔ −↔ ) ij



i


i


i



Zij



where we have defined the vertex-pair partition function Zij ≡ 1 + e(µ



→ −→ ) ij



+ e(µ



→ −→ ) ji



+ e(µ



↔ −↔ ) ij



(6.6)



Note that, when exchanging the order of sums and products in eq.(6.5), we ↔ have replaced the sum over the possible configurations {a→ ij }, {aij } with a sum → ↔ over the only allowed states (a→ ij , aji , aij ) = {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0)},



nonzero adjacency matrix elements being mutually excluding. The grand potential is Ω = − ln Z = −



X i


ln Zij =



X



Ωij



(6.7)



i


where Ωij ≡ − ln Zij = − ln[1 + e(µ



→ −→ ) ij
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+ e(µ



→ −→ ) ji



+ e(µ



↔ −↔ ) ij



]



(6.8)



Chapter 6. Multi-species grand-canonical formalism Our model is completely defined. From Ωij we can compute the expected numbers of particles between i and j for each species: ha→ ij



+



a→ ji i



e(µ ∂Ωij = − → = ∂µ



→ −→ ) ij



↔



ha↔ ij i



↔



+ e(µ Zij



→ −→ ) ji



∂Ωij e(µ −ij ) = − ↔ = ∂µ Zij



(6.9) (6.10)



From the above formulas we finally obtain the probabilities, introduced in eqs.(5.10) and (5.7) of section 5.4, of having a non-reciprocated link from i to j and two reciprocated links between i and j: p→ ij p↔ ij



= =



e(µ e(µ



→ −→ ) ij



Zij



(6.11)



↔ −↔ ) ij



Zij



(6.12)



The above expressions allow us to write down in the most general case the form of the conditional probability rij introduced in section 5.4: rij =



p↔ 1 1 ij = = → −→ −µ↔ +↔ ) → ↔ → ↔ (µ ji ij pji + pij 1 + pji /pij 1+e



(6.13)



The expected numbers of single and double links, which here are the expected numbers of particles of the two chemical species, are obtained as usual through the derivatives with respect to the corresponding chemical potentials: X X X ∂Ω → → p→ = p + p = ij ij ji ∂µ→ i


(6.14) (6.15)



The remarkable advantage of the multi-species approach is that the above numbers of reciprocated and non-reciprocated links can be controlled separately through their chemical potentials. As a comparison with the reciprocity model described in section 2.6.2, note that in our formalism the two terms of the graph Hamiltonian (6.4) are equally important, and do not represent an unperturbed 120



6.2. Special cases part plus a perturbation. As a consequence, our grand partition function (6.5) is obtained in a non-perturbative way and is exact for all choices of the Hamiltonian.



6.2



Special cases



In what follows we consider various special cases of our model, and show that all the results of the previous chapters can be recovered with suitable choices of ↔ the parameters → ij and ij .



6.2.1



The random graph with reciprocity



→ ↔ The simplest case is when → and ↔ ij =  ij =  . Equation (6.4) reads



H = →



X



↔ a→ ij + 



i6=j



X



→ → a↔ ij =  L +



i


↔ ↔ L 2



(6.16)



Note that the above expression for the Hamiltonian can be rearranged to yield   ↔ ↔ ↔ → → → ↔ L = L−  − L↔ (6.17) H =  (L − L ) + 2 2 and turns out to be the same as eq.(2.73) with the identification → = 



↔ = 2 − λ



(6.18)



We therefore expect to recover the same results presented in section 2.6.2 for the model corresponding to the Hamiltonian (2.73). To progress, we recall that, as already discussed in section 2.6, we can set → = ↔ = 0 without loss of generality since the constant energies → and ↔ can be reabsorbed in a redefinition of the chemical potentials µ→ → µ→ − → and µ↔ → µ↔ − ↔ . This means that, once the energies are reabsorbed in the chemical potentials, an identification similar to eq.(6.18) can be obtained for the chemical potentials: µ→ = µ



µ↔ = 2µ + λ 121



(6.19)



Chapter 6. Multi-species grand-canonical formalism In particular, combining the above expressions together yields µ↔ = 2µ→ + λ



(6.20)



which is a relevant relation that we discuss later in section 6.3. The probabilities (6.11) and (6.12) become →



p→ ij



=p



→



p↔ = p↔ ij



eµ = 1 + 2eµ→ + eµ↔ ↔ eµ = 1 + 2eµ→ + eµ↔



(6.21) (6.22)



which generalize the random graph model to the case where a nontrivial reciprocity is present. The expected value of the reciprocity is hri =



hL↔ i p↔ 1 1 = = = hL↔ i + hL→ i p↔ + p → 1 + p→ /p↔ 1 + e(µ→ −µ↔ )



(6.23)



as it should be due to the fact that in this case rij = r in eq.(6.13). As expected, the above expression is equivalent, through the identifications (6.19), to eq.(2.74) for the reciprocity model discussed in section 2.6.2. Equation (6.19) also tells us that the conditions λ > 0 and λ < 0, encouraging and discouraging the formation of reciprocated links, here become, in terms of the chemical potentials, µ↔ > 2µ→ and µ↔ < 2µ→ respectively.



6.2.2



The configuration model with reciprocity



Another special case is the additive choice for the vertex-pair energies: → ij = αi + βj



↔ ij = γi + γj



(6.24)



↔ (note that, while → ij can be asymmetric, ij is always symmetric). With such a



choice, the Hamiltonian (6.4) reads H =



X → ↔ (αi a→ ij + βi aji + γi aij ) i6=j



=



X (αi ki→ + βi ki← + γi ki↔ ) i
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(6.25)



6.2. Special cases where we have used the definitions of the ‘reciprocal’ degrees ki↔ , ki→ and ki← given in eqs.(5.11), (5.13) and (5.14). A comparison with the Hamiltonian (2.70) for the directed configuration model is revealing. While in that case the in- and out-degree sequences appear in the expression for H, and as a result the graph ensemble is completely random except for the specified degree sequences, here a ← N similar condition applies for the three degree sequences {ki→ }N i=1 , {ki }i=1 and



{ki↔ }N i=1 . We can therefore denote this case as the ‘configuration model with



reciprocity’. The difference between this choice and the ordinary configuration model can be understood by looking at fig.6.1. The graphs G1 and G2 have the same in- and out-degree sequences, and are therefore equiprobable in the ordinary directed configuration model (this case is the same as that already shown in fig.2.6b in section 2.4.1). Moreover, they also have the same ‘reciprocal’ degree ← N ↔ N sequences {ki→ }N i=1 , {ki }i=1 and {ki }i=1 , therefore they are equiprobable in the



model considered here as well. The same occurs for the pair of graphs G3 and G4 , being equiprobable in both models even if they are characterized by a higher degree of reciprocity. The striking difference between the two models is highlighted by the graphs G5 and G6 . While in the ordinary configuration model they are equiprobable since their in- and out-degree sequences are the same, for the model we are defining here they have different probabilities of occurrence, since ← N ↔ N their degree sequences {ki→ }N i=1 , {ki }i=1 and {ki }i=1 are different. This reflects



the different levels of reciprocity in the two graphs. The ordinary model gives equal weight to graphs with different degrees of reciprocity, provided they have the same in- and out-degree sequences, and as a consequence the ensemble average of the reciprocity is trivial. By contrast, our model gives different weights to graphs with different degrees of reciprocity. Whether reciprocated links are favoured or not with respect to the ordinary ‘areciprocal’ model depends on the → energies ↔ ij and ij and again on the chemical potentials. Interpreting our model



as a hidden-variable one, we find that in this case three variables xi , yi , wi are 123
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Figure 6.1: Possible pairs of graphs in the multi-species ensemble. All pairs of graphs in- and out-degree sequences. Moreover, G 1 and G2 have the same reciprocity, as G3 and G4 . By contrast, G5 and G6 have different degrees of reciprocity and different ‘reciprocal’ degree sequences.



needed to take into account separately the tendency of each vertex to form nonreciprocated out-going links, non-reciprocated in-coming links and reciprocated links. By defining the fitness values



xi ≡ e−αi



yi ≡ e−βi



wi ≡ e−γi



(6.26)



and the fugacities z → ≡ eµ



→



z ↔ ≡ eµ 124



↔



(6.27)



6.2. Special cases we can write the probabilities (6.11) and (6.12) as z → xi y j 1 + z → xi y j + z → xj y i + z ↔ w i w j z ↔ wi wj = 1 + z → xi y j + z → xj y i + z ↔ w i w j



p→ = ij



(6.28)



p↔ ij



(6.29)



which can be compared to eq.(2.23) valid for the ordinary directed configuration model, where only two variables are needed to determine the expected in- and out-degree of each vertex. We now illustrate two instructive special cases of the above model, which turn out to correspond to the p1 model presented in section 2.6.2 and to a model describing the emprical topology of the WTW completely.



6.2.3



The p1 model



A particular case of the model defined by the Hamiltonian eq.(6.25) is when → → ↔ ij = ij + ji or equivalently γi = αi + βi . This implies



H =



X



[αi (ki→ + ki↔ ) + βi (ki← + ki↔ )]



(6.30)



i



=



X



(αi kiout + βi kiin )



i



and wi = xi yi in eqs.(6.28) and (6.29). The above expression is identical to eq.(2.70) defining the directed configuration model, however recall that here we have two chemical potentials. Therefore we have an additional parameter playing a role analogous to λ in eq.(2.72). We therefore expect this model to be equivalent to the p1 model introduced in section 2.6.2 and described by eq.(2.75). Indeed, by writing µ↔ = 2µ→ + λ as in eq.(6.20) and turning back to the variables αi and βi we have for the probabilities p→ ij p↔ ij



=



e(µ



→ −α



i −βj )



1 + e(µ→ −αi −βj ) + e(µ→ −αj −βi ) + e(2µ→ +λ−αi −αj −βi −βj ) → e(2µ +λ−αi −αj −βi −βj ) = 1 + e(µ→ −αi −βj ) + e(µ→ −αj −βi ) + e(2µ→ +λ−αi −αj −βi −βj )



which correspond to the p1 model [82], as expected. 125



(6.31) (6.32)
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6.2.4



A model for the WTW topology



Another interesting particular case of the model defined by the Hamiltonian → → eq.(6.25) is when ↔ ij = ij = ji or equivalently γi = αi = βi . This yields X X H= αi (ki→ + ki← + ki↔ ) = αi k i (6.33) i



i



where ki is the undirected degree corresponding to the degree measured on the undirected version of the network. In chapter 3 we showed that the topology of the WTW is such that its undirected version is in excellent agreement with the undirected configuration model. Since the latter is defined by the Hamiltonian (2.60), which is equivalent to eq.(6.33), we expect the above choice to reproduce the properties of the WTW. The remarkable difference with respect to the ordinary undirected configuration model defined in eq.(2.60) is that now we are introducing a directed model whose undirected version obeys eq.(6.33). As for the previous case, we are free to tune the reciprocity of the network through the chemical potentials. Note that γi = αi = βi implies xi = yi = wi , therefore eqs.(6.28) and (6.29) become z → xi xj 1 + (2z → + z ↔ )xi xj z ↔ xi xj = 1 + (2z → + z ↔ )xi xj



p→ = ij



(6.34)



p↔ ij



(6.35)



and the conditional probability (6.13) reads rij =



1 1+e



(µ→ −µ↔ )



=



z↔ z→ + z↔



(6.36)



which is constant and equal to the reciprocity r of the network. Therefore we recover the constant form for the conditional probability displayed by the WTW (see section 5.5). Indeed, it is straightforward to show that eqs.(6.34), (6.35) describe the WTW topology completely. Note that the probability qij that i and j are joined by an edge in the undirected version of the model reads ← ↔ qij = p→ ij + pij + pij =



(2z → + z ↔ )xi xj 1 + (2z → + z ↔ )xi xj
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(6.37)



6.2. Special cases which is equal to eq.(3.4) describing the undirected WTW, with the identification z = 2z → + z ↔



(6.38)



Therefore this model reproduces all the empirical properties of the WTW discussed in chapter 3, and at the same time its reciprocity structure described in section 5.5. We can also start from the general case described by eq.(6.4) and impose the empirically observed properties of the WTW to show that they translate into the model considered here. First of all, from eq.(6.11) it is clear → that, in order to have p→ ij = pji as observed for the WTW, one must have → → ij = ji . Then, from eq.(6.13) it is also clear that, if we want a constant form → rij = r for the conditional probability as observed, the difference ↔ ij − ji must



equal a constant value independent of i and j. However, since any constant value for the energy can be reabsorbed in the chemical potentials, we can set → this difference to zero without loss of generality and therefore ↔ ij = ji . Finally,



the energies must be additive if we want to recover the empirically tested form → → (6.37), implying ↔ ij = ji = ij = αi + αj and leading to eqs.(6.33), (6.34) and



(6.35).



6.2.5



The hidden-variable model with reciprocity



↔ We finally consider the more general case when the energies → ij and ij can be



written as arbitrary functions of some quantities x, y and w: → → ij =  (xi , yj )



↔ ↔ ij =  (wi , wj )



(6.39)



Correspondingly, also the probabilities p→ = p→ (xi , yj ) ij



(6.40)



p↔ = p↔ (wi , wj ) ij



(6.41)



are functions of x, y, w through eqs.(6.11) and (6.12). This case is a generalization of the directed hidden-variable model discussed in section 2.5.2 to the 127



Chapter 6. Multi-species grand-canonical formalism ‘reciprocal’ case where each vertex is characterized by three quantities x, y, z determining its expected reciprocal degrees hk → (x)i, hk ← (y)i and hk ↔ (w)i. In chapter 4 we showed that the ‘ordinary’ directed hidden-variable model successfully reproduces various properties of shareholding networks if the probability (2.38) has the form pij = p(xi , yj ) = f (xi )g(yj )



(6.42)



where g(y) ∝ y β . On the other hand, in chapter 5 we showed that shareholding networks have no reciprocated links, a property not reproduced by any choice of pij within the ordinary hidden-variable model. By contrast, the model we are considering here allows to reproduce all these properties of shareholding networks. Indeed, the requirement of no reciprocated links corresponds to the → ↔ → case p↔ ij = 0 which also implies pij = pij + pij = pij . Therefore the choice



p→ = p→ (xi , yj ) = f (xi )g(yj ) ij



(6.43)



p↔ = p↔ (wi , wj ) = 0 ij



(6.44)



completely reproduces the properties discussed in chapter 4 and at the same time those presented in chapter 5 for the reciprocity structure.



6.3



Chemical reaction interpretation



In this section we provide a physical interpretation of eq.(6.20). In each of the cases considered in the present chapter, whenever λ = 0 the reciprocity becomes trivial and our model can only describe areciprocal directed networks. To interpret this phenomenon, we recall that in our formalism reciprocated and non-reciprocated links are regarded as distinct chemical species occupying the states defined by pairs of vertices, and the number of particles of each species varies under the action of the corresponding chemical potential. Now, it is well known that if the chemical species can be converted into each other through a 128



6.3. Chemical reaction interpretation chemical reaction, then the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction imply a relation between the chemical potentials determining the relative abundance of the chemical species at thermodynamic equilibrium. Now consider our system in the case λ = 0. Looking again at fig.6.1, we know that in this case the graphs G5 and G6 have the same statistical weight, therefore their are connected through a ‘chemical reaction’ which is at equilibrium. Such chemical reaction trasforms two reciprocated links and a non-reciprocated link of graph G5 into three nonreciprocated links of graph G6 . Using our symbols for the chemical species, the reaction reads: (→) + (↔) = 3(→)



(6.45)



(↔) = 2(→)



(6.46)



or equivalently



The condition for equilibrium is obtained by replacing in the above equation each chemical species with its chemical potential, which gives µ↔ = 2µ→



(6.47)



which is eq.(6.20) with λ = 0. In the general case, we know that the graphs G5 and G6 have different statistical weights. This means that the chemical reaction occurs only if an additional ‘energy’ λ is introduced: (↔) = 2(→) + λ



(6.48)



which leads us to the full expression µ↔ = 2µ→ + λ



(6.49)



We can interpret the above equation as follows: when λ > 0 the reaction is ‘esothermic’ and the production of reciprocated links is energetically favoured, while when λ < 0 the reaction is ‘endothermic’ and the production of reciprocated links is suppressed. 129
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Part III Results: Interplay Between Topology and Dynamics
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Chapter 7 Resource transportation in food webs Besides suggesting the basic principles underlying their large-scale organization, understanding the topological properties of real-world networks is fundamental also because they affect the outcomes of dynamical processes defined on them. As often anticipated throughout the previous chapters, in Part III we analyse the dynamics of processes taking place on networks. Various examples of processes defined on graphs have been studied in the literature, and in all cases strong quantitative and qualitative effects of network topology on the dynamics have been highlighted. For instance, it was shown that models of disease spreading on scale-free networks lack the characteristic ‘epidemic threshold’ they otherwise display on regular graphs, and as a consequence diseases always spread on scalefree networks [91]. Since empirical networks of sexual contact (see section 1.2) are found to be scale-free [37], this result is particularly relevant for the dynamics of sexually transmitted diseases. Very similar results hold for the closely related process of the spread of computer viruses [35, 91] on email networks, which are found to be scale-free too [35, 36]. Another important problem is the resilience of communication networks such as the Internet to the elimination, or failure, of 133



Chapter 7. Resource transportation in food webs vertices. It has been shown that scale-free networks are on average much more robust to the random failure of vertices than homogeneous networks, but on the other hand they are extremely fragile to targeted attacks where the vertices with the highest degree are eliminated [92]. These are only a few examples of the processes that are crucially affected by network topology [12–15]. In this chapter and in the next one we analyse two different processes, describing resource transportation and wealth distribution on complex networks respectively.



7.1



Introducing food webs



In the present chapter, which is based on various results published in refs. [4–7], we focus on a resource transportation process which is naturally defined on food webs. To this end, we first briefly introduce these networks and then analyse the process in deeper detail. In the ecological literature, the idea of defining a network representing the predation relationships among a set of species was first suggested by Elton in his pioneering work [54]. Generalizing the concept of food chain (a set of species feeding sequentially on each other in a resulting linear structure, see fig.7.1a), Elton introduced what he called a food cycle to provide a more complete and realistic description of real predator-prey (or trophic) interactions among species. In such a description (which is now referred to as food web), each species observed in a limited geographic area is represented by a vertex, and a directed link is drawn from each species to each of its predators [55–57] (see fig.7.1b). This defines a directed network reporting the trophic organization of ecological communities, whose understanding is clearly fundamental not only from a theoretical point of view, but also for practical reasons such as environmental policy and biodiversity preservation. More recently [93, 94], it has been suggested that a less biased description is achieved when each group of functionally equivalent species (those sharing the same set of predators and the same 134



7.1. Introducing food webs



Figure 7.1: Examples of the networks described in the text. a) Simple food chain with 4 species plus the environment. b) Food web with 8 species plus the environment and c) one possible corresponding spanning tree. (After ref. [6]).



set of prey) is aggregated in one trophic species and treated as a single vertex in the web. In the following, when addressing the properties of food webs, we shall always refer to the aggregated versions, or trophic webs. A variety of empirical results [58,59,95–97] show that food webs display a nonuniversal behaviour with respect to the most commonly used quantities characterizing network topology, including the degree distribution and the clustering properties (see sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.3). As compared with the robust trends displayed by a large number of networks of different kind, this is a surprising behaviour. The only universal result appears to be a small value of the average distance (see section 1.3.4) in all food webs. However, we now argue that a possible explanation is the unability of the above quantities to capture a fundamental dynamical and functional role of food webs. Clearly, when looking for universal properties of real networks, the natural candidates are those quantities which reflect network function, independently of possible differences due to specific conditions. Therefore our 135



Chapter 7. Resource transportation in food webs starting point is to consider food webs as transportation networks [53, 98, 99] whose function is to deliver resources, starting from the abiotic environment, to every species in the web. In this framework, it is possible to use tools borrowed from the statistical physics of river networks [98, 99] and fractal vascular systems [52,53] to characterize food webs as well. Remarkably, we find that certain quantities, describing the dynamical behaviour of the resource transportation process, are universal across different webs.



7.2



Resource transportation processes



A trasportation system is composed by a source and a set of N points to be reached. The natural biological example is that of a vascular system delivering blood from the heart to the various parts of the organisms [52, 53]. The inverse prolem for which there are N sources draining into one final point or sink is simply obtained by reversing the direction of the flow. The prototypic example, well studied by physicists in the recent years [98], is that of river networks, where the rain collected by the sites of the basin is transferred through channels to a final outlet where the main stream of the river originates. In the ecological case, all species living in an ecosystem need resources to survive. These resources are obtained by feeding on other species, or by directly exploiting the abiotic environmental resources (in the case of primary producers) such as water, light and chemicals. The minimum number of directed links separating a species i from the environment is called the trophic level of the species. Food webs can therefore be treated as ecological transportation networks. More explicitly, if the set of abiotic resources is considered as a formal ‘species’ and represented as the environment vertex in a food web, one obtains a connected structure such that, starting from the environment, every species can be reached by following the direction of the links (see figs.7.1a and b). In the language of graph theory, this 136



7.2. Resource transportation processes warrants that every food web admits a spanning tree, defined as a loopless subset of the network such that each vertex can be reached from the source (see fig.7.1c). As we now show, the topological properties of suitably chosen spanning trees are tightly related to the efficiency of the transportation process defined on the whole network. Before proceeding further, we note that a fundamental property of transportation systems is that each of the N sites needs to receive (or to deliver, in the case of rivers) a certain amount of resources per unit time. The excess resources can then be delivered to neighbouring sites. The resulting picture is that each vertex in a transportation network ‘dissipates energy’ and therefore tranfers only a part of its resources to other vertices through its outgoing links. In a food web, part of the energy reaching a species is transferred (in the form of prey) to its predators, but a nonvanishing part is necessarily ‘kept’ by the species in the form of its equilibrium population size (food webs are always assumed to be the snapshot of an equilibrium state of the population dynamics). Otherwise, the species would be left with no individuals and clearly go extinct. Indeed, the transfer of resources along each link is empirically found to be ‘inefficient’, and only a small fraction of resources is transferred from prey to predator [55, 56]. The function of resource transfer, when associated to some optimization criterion, shapes the topology of transportation networks in a nontrivial way [53, 99]. The system can in fact deliver resources in a more or less efficient way, and if it is subject to some evolutionary process its structure may change until an optimized configuration is reached. This optimized state is usually a tradeoff obtained maximizing the transportation efficiency while being subject to the constraints limiting the system’s possible configurations. To clarify the above concept, let us consider two extreme opposite cases: the star-like (see fig.7.2a) and the chain-like (see fig.7.2b) networks. In the former case the source is at the center and the points are all directly connected to it, while in the latter all vertices have only one incoming and one outgoing link, except the source and 137
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Figure 7.2: Examples of possible tree-like transportation systems. The red vertex always indicates the source. a) Star-like configuration (maximum efficiency), allowed if there are no geometric constraints. b) Chain-like configuration (minimum efficiency), always allowed. c) Spanning tree of a bidimensional lattice with nearest-neighbours connections (geometric constraint). By reversing the direction of the flow, this is a schematic representation of a river network. (After ref. [6]).



the most distant vertex. Let us assume that all vertices require resources at the same rate and, as explained above, ‘keep’ a certain fraction of the incoming resources. As a consequence, if the number N of vertices to be nourished is doubled, in the star-like network the amount of resources to be provided by the source per unit time doubles, while in the chain-like case this quantity becomes even larger since, before reaching the most distant vertex, the flow of resources undergoes dissipation through many successive links. Note that, by adding links to the star and the chain in such a way that the shortest paths from the source to all vertices are unchanged (see for instance figs.7.3a and b), in both cases the efficiency is not increased significantly, since the additional amount of resources reaching each vertex is much less than the already incoming quantity. This means that the efficiency of the network is essentially determined by the topology of its spanning tree obtained by minimizing the distance of each vertex 138



7.2. Resource transportation processes from the source. The presence of additional links determines other properties such as the stability under vertex removal, but does not affect the transportation efficiency qualitatively (this is a crucial point in the following analysis). Also note that the presence of a link is usually associated to a ‘cost’ for the system: in the vascular case, the formation of unnecessary tissues such as additional blood vessels is clearly discouraged. Therefore, unless other factors make loops necessary, the least expensive choice is a tree-like network.



It can be shown that the star and the chain are indeed the most and the least efficient tree-like transportation networks respectively [53, 99]. If there is no constraint on the topology of the network, the spanning tree can be chain-like, star-like or something in between (see fig.7.3). Since the star-like configuration is allowed, the system can reach the most efficient state. But if there is some constraint limiting the range of possibilities, the star-like configuration is in general not allowed and there will be a different optimal topology for the system. For instance, consider the case of a network embedded in a bidimensional space where only nearest-neighbour connections are allowed. In such a case, the optimal transportation system looks like that shown in fig.7.2c, where each vertex is reached by one of the possible shortest chains originating at the source. In general, every spanning tree of a D-dimensional lattice obtained by minimizing the distance of each vertex from the source is an optimal (geometrically constrained) transportation network in D dimensions. Note that the least efficient chain-like topology can be realized also in presence of geometric constraints, and looks like a spiral or S-like structure starting at the source and spanning the whole lattice. In this case too, adding loops such that the shortest chains are unchanged does not affect the efficiency of the network significantly. 139
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Figure 7.3: Possible transportation networks (top) in the case of no geometric constraints and corresponding spanning trees (bottom) using the method of chain length minimization. a) Maximally inefficient network: the spanning tree is chain-like. b) Maximally efficient network: the spanning tree is star-like. c) Intermediate case with a nontrivial spanning tree. (After ref. [6]).



7.3



Allometric scaling



The above results can be rephrased quantitatively highlighting the dependence of the dynamical quantities characterizing the transportation process on the topology of the underlying network. To this end, we exploit the tools of river networks theory [98]. For each vertex i in a length-minimizing spanning tree of a transportation network, it is possible to define the number Ai of vertices in the subtree (or branch) γ(i) rooted at i (hereafter we assume that such branch also includes the vertex i itself). In a river basin, this counts the number of sites 140



7.3. Allometric scaling ‘uphill’ point i (drained area), and by assuming unit rainfall rate at each site this gives the total rate (expressed in unit time) at which the site i transfers water downhill. In vascular systems Ai is instead the ‘metabolic rate’ at point i, or the blood quantity needed per unit time by the part of the organism reached by the branch of i. In general, in unit time Ai can be viewed as the quantity of resources flowing through the only incoming (outgoing, for rivers) link of vertex i in a tree-like transportation network. Note that Ai is completely independent on the topology of the tree, being simply equal to the size of the branch irrespectively of its internal structure. However, depending on how links are arranged within each branch, the quantity of resources flowing through all the links in the branch can change significantly. Indeed, the sum of link weights within the branch γ(i) rooted at i can be computed as Ci ≡



X



Aj



(7.1)



j∈γ(i)



and regarded as the transportation cost at i. If the source is labeled by i = 0, the quantities A0 and C0 represent the ‘total metabolic rate’ (which simply equals N + 1) and the total transportation cost (amount of resources flowing in the whole network per unit time) respectively. By plotting Ci versus Ai for each vertex i in the network, or by plotting C0 versus A0 for several networks of the same type, one obtains the so-called allometric scaling relations [52, 53, 99] C(A) ∝ Aη



(7.2)



where the scaling exponent η quantifies the transportation efficiency. Clearly, the larger the value of η the less efficient the transportation system. It is easy to show that, for star-like networks, η = 1 and one recovers the expected linear scaling of cost with system size. For chain-like networks, η = 2 confirming a much worse efficiency. In the case of length-minimizing spanning trees in a 141



Chapter 7. Resource transportation in food webs D-dimensional space, it can be proved [53, 99] that ηD =



D+1 D



(7.3)



which clearly reduces to the previous cases η1 = 2 (chain) and η∞ = 1 (star), where D = ∞ formally indicates no geometric constraint. Remarkably, real river basins always display the value η = 3/2 [98], while for vascular systems the value η = 4/3 is observed [52, 53]. This means that the evolution of these networks shaped them in order to span their embedding space (D = 2 and D = 3 respectively) in an optimal (length-minimizing) way [53, 99], independently of other specific conditions of the system. Moreover, the value of η in both cases is different from what expected by simple scaling arguments based on Euclidean geometry, such as quadratic scaling of embedding area (or cubic scaling of embedding volume) with the fundamental length in the network [53, 99]. In other words, the scaling is not isometric (hence allometric). By contrast, the observed values are those predicted by fractal geometry [53, 64], confirming that self-similar structures are often obtained as a result of optimization processes driving the evolution of complex systems [64].



We finally turn to our results for the transportation properties of food webs. In this case, there is clearly no geometric constraint and in principle all the outcomes presented in fig.7.3 are possible. If one assumes biological evolution to drive ecological communities towards an optimization of the resource transfer, the natural expectation is the tendency of the spanning trees to be closer to a star than to a chain. However, in principle each food web could display a spanning tree with specific properties, different from that of any other food web, due to particular environmental and evolutionary conditions. Our results, which are shown in fig.7.4a-g, reveal however a different scenario. We analysed length-minimizing spanning trees of several food webs [93, 100–107] and found that they all display the allometric scaling relation (7.2) with very similar values 142



7.3. Allometric scaling



Figure 7.4: Plot of the scaling relations C(A) and corresponding power-law fit for various food webs: a) St. Martin Island [100], b) St Marks Seagrass [101], c) Grassland [102], d) Silwood Park [103], e) Ythan Estuary without parasites [104], f ) Little Rock Lake [93], g) Ythan Estuary with parasites [105] (for each web, the number of species N and the connectance c are also reported). h) Plot of C 0 against A0 for a collection of webs [93, 100–107] including those in a)-g) (note that the scale is different). The error in the value of the exponents is always approximately 0.03. (After ref. [4]).
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Chapter 7. Resource transportation in food webs of the exponent η, independently of the properties of the corresponding habitat and surrounding environment. We stress that, even in an ideal system, the correct scaling relations are expected to hold in the large-scale limit. Here, the largest webs display a value η = 1.13, whereas the smallest ones have higher exponents marginally consistent with 1.13. This indicates that η = 1.13 might represent the correct (universal) behaviour for large webs. To test this universality hypothesis, we select only the large-scale behaviour for each web. We plot C0 against A0 (see fig.7.4h) for the seven webs together plus additional webs of various size [106, 107]. This rather comprehensive analysis includes almost all published food webs; the number of species ranges from N = 16 to N = 124. Remarkably (see fig.7.4h), we find again a scaling relation fitted by the exponent η = 1.13 ± 0.03, confirming the expectation of our universality hypothesis and indicating that the scaling might indeed be invariant across large food webs. Marine, terrestrial, desertic, freshwater and island food webs appear to fall within the same ‘universality class’. As compared to the ‘irregular’ behaviour of food webs with respect to other important topological quantities, this is really an encouraging result.



7.4



Discussion



The behaviour of the scaling relations is shown in fig.7.5 for all the systems considered so far. Note that, due to the absence of an embedding geometric space, in food webs η is smaller than in river or vascular networks, as expected. However, it also deviates from the most efficient value η = 1 in a systematic way. This could suggest interesting evolutionary implications. Ecological communities are known to evolve due to immigration, speciation and extinction of species [108, 109]. This clearly changes the topology of food webs, however different snapshots of such evolution at different places suggests that allometric 144



7.4. Discussion



Figure 7.5: Plot of the transportation cost (C) versus system or subsystem size (A) in different networks. The optimal case corresponds to η = 1 (star-like spanning tree), and the least efficient to η = 2 (chain-like spanning tree). Real transportation systems display intermediate values of the exponent: in the optimized D-dimensional geometrically constrained case η = (D + 1)/D, while in food webs the observed value is η = 1.13 (competition-like constraint). (After ref. [6]).



scaling is quantitatively invariant in time and space. The resulting picture is that further evolution of the food webs would not result in a greater efficiency. In some sense, the observed property appears to be already the ‘asymptotic’ one. Therefore the deviation from the star-like case η = 1 seems unrelated to transient factors, and has to be interpreted as the result of an ecological mechanism which is constantly at work. A natural candidate for this mechanism is interspecific competition. A star-like spanning tree corresponds to maximum competition for the same resource, unless there is an infinite amount of the latter. With finite resources, if the number of competing species is large the gain associated 145



Chapter 7. Resource transportation in food webs to feeding directly on the environment may become less than the competitive effort it requires. When this occurs, species tend to differentiate their ‘diet’ in such a way that some of them do not feed directly on the environment, causing the spanning tree to deviate from being star-like. The argument can then be generalized, so that each species realizes a trade-off between maximizing its resource input (by minimizing its trophic level) and minimizing its competitive effort (by maximizing its trophic level). This results in the universal structure of the spanning trees. Our results suggest that, when the fundamental dynamical aspects of resource transportation is properly characterized, interesting universal food web properties emerge. In particular, when regarded within the framework of transportation networks, food webs appear to be very similar to other systems with analogous function, such as river basins and vascular networks. The qualitative analogy is the presence of nontrivial power-law relations describing the allometric scaling of transportation efficiency with system size, characterized by universal scaling exponents. Our findings allow for an interpretation of food web structure as the result of an interplay between dynamics and topology, continuously driven by the evolutionary trade-off between maximizing resource input and minimizing interspecific competition.
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Chapter 8 Wealth distribution on complex networks In the present chapter we study an economic model of wealth distribution and discuss how the form of the statistical distribution of wealth of a set of economic agents depends on the topological properties of the transaction network defined among them. Our analyses are performed starting from the model of wealth exchange proposed by Bouchaud and M´ezard [110]. This problem is interesting for various reasons: firstly, the outcomes of the model can be directly compared with empirical data [87, 111–113]; secondly, real wealth distributions range in general between two typical forms which interestingly correspond to the predicted ones for the two extreme cases of a fully connected and a fully disconnected network; finally, the problem is a first step towards the more general one of understanding how network topology affects the outcomes of a random process governed by stochastic differential equations, which is an unexplored subject at the moment. We first present the problem of wealth distribution from both an empirical and a theoretical perspective, and then report our original results, which have been partly published in ref. [10]. 147



Chapter 8. Wealth distribution on complex networks



8.1



Wealth distributions: empirical data and theoretical approaches



The form of the statistical distribution of the wealth associated to the units of an economic system is of fundamental importance in economics [64, 87, 114]. From the level of individuals to that of world countries, economic systems appear to display a characteristic power-law wealth distribution. This motivates a rather general theoretical approach to modelling the economy as a complex system, focused at identifying the basic mechanisms responsible for the onset of the observed behaviour regardless of the microscopic details.



8.1.1



Empirical wealth distributions



A large number of empirical studies clarified some universal qualitative aspects of the wealth [64, 87, 114] and income [113, 115, 116] distribution of individuals, even if some quantitative differences exist across various economies. One common feature is that the large wealth range is empirically seen to be powerlaw distributed [87, 115], i.e. the distribution of the wealth w has the form p(w) ∝ w −τ for w → ∞, τ > 0. As already discussed in section 1.3.1 for the degree distribution of networks, power-law distributions lack a characteristic scale [63, 64]. Here, the power-law character of the distribution means that the largest part of the total wealth of a society is owned by a small fraction of the individuals, whereas most people only own a small fraction of it. For this reason, one also speaks of wealth condensation [110] to indicate that a large amount of wealth is condensed in the hands of a small number of rich individuals. The exponent of the power law is usually written in the form τ = 1 + β, where β has to be positive for p(w) to be integrable in the large wealth limit w → ∞. Note R∞ that with this choice the cumulative distribution p> (w) ≡ w p(w 0 )dw 0 has a power-law behaviour with exponent −β. In real economies, β (also called the 148



8.1. Wealth distributions: empirical data and theoretical approaches Pareto index ) generally displays values within the range 1 ≤ β ≤ 2.5 [64,87,115]. Note that in the small wealth limit w → 0, the power-law form of the distribution must break down, otherwise p(w) would diverge. This means that p(w) ∝ w −1−β holds only for w greater than a threshold value w∗ . This is consistent with the existence of a fundamental monetary unit which cannot be divided. If we assume p(w) = 0 for w < w∗ , the correctly normalized form (Pareto’s law) is then:   0 p(w) = β  βw∗ w 1+β



w < w∗



(8.1)



w ≥ w∗



However, in many cases the left part of the distribution, describing the small and middle wealth range, is more complicated and displays a different behaviour, whose characterization is however controversial [111,113,115,117–119]. A traditional distribution proposed to fit this region is a log-normal one [111, 113, 115], defined as the distribution of a variable w whose logarithm is normally distributed. The analytical expression of a log-normal distribution (also denoted Gibrat’s law for historical reasons [111]) is the following: p(w) =



  g √ exp −g 2 log2 (w/w0 ) w π



(8.2)



√ where g ≡ 1/ 2s2 (Gibrat index ), s2 is the variance and w0 the mean of w. Differently from the power-law case, the log-normal curve has a characteristic scale which is manifest in the narrowly peaked distribution about the mean value w0 . On double-logarithmic axes, eq.(8.2) has a parabolic shape. A visual comparison between the cumulative forms of a power-law and a log-normal distribution is reported in fig.8.1. Empirical studies show that generally 2 ≤ g ≤ 3 [115]. Therefore, in the most general case the value w∗ in eq.(8.1) has to be regarded as a crossover value marking the transition from the log-normal (w < w∗ ) to the power-law (w > w∗ ) regime. 149



Chapter 8. Wealth distribution on complex networks An alternative, useful family of distributions is p(w) ∝



exp(−α/w) w 1+β



(8.3)



which displays power-law tails of the form w −1−β for w → ∞ and at the same time is almost undistinguishable from a log-normal one in the small w region when β ≈ 0. The main problem that arises when eqs.(8.2) or (8.3) are used to fit real data is that the left part of the distribution connects to the right power-law tail in a non-smooth fashion [113, 116]. By contrast, in eq.(8.3) the transition between a ‘log-normal-like’ and a Pareto-like distribution occurs smoothly. Much of the present chapter is devoted to reproduce the non-smooth behaviour of real wealth distributions by means of a simple model. The above results apply at different economic levels. For example, the powerlaw behaviour is also observed in the distribution of the size of firms [120], as well as in the statistical properties of their Market Capitalization [9]. Here units are companies and their evolution is the result of intrinsic growth and merging with other companies. It has been suggested [110] that formally similar models can apply to the dynamics of both individuals and firms by simply focusing on their mutual interactions, regardless of their detailed description. Finally, we showed similar behaviours in chapter 3 for the economic system at the largest scale, with world countries as fundamental units and their gross domestic product (GDP) as a natural measure of their wealth. As we showed in fig.3.1, the GDP distribution of all world countries for a long time interval displays a Pareto tail with exponent β ≈ 1. In this case too, all distributions have a left region which connects to the power-law tail in a non-smooth way. The above results suggest that many economic systems at different levels (individuals, firms, world countries) can be characterized by the statistical distribution of the wealth of their fundamental units. The form of these distributions ranges from a purely log-normal to a purely power-law behaviour, the most general case being a nonsmooth combination of both. In the following we present some models that try 150



8.1. Wealth distributions: empirical data and theoretical approaches to reproduce these empirical properties.



8.1.2



Independent-agents models



Several models have been proposed in order to reproduce the observed wealth distribution. The simplest one [111] is based on the assumption that the wealth wi of an individual i in the economy evolves in time following a purely multiplicative stochastic process, that is w˙ i (t) = ηi (t)wi (t)



(8.4)



where the ηi (t)’s are independent and uncorrelated stochastic variables drawn from the same distribution, with assumed finite mean and variance. To be meaningful, the above equation has to be interpreted in a specified sense, following either Ito’s or Stratonovich’s convention [121] (in the following sections, we shall always interpret stochastic equations of this type in the Stratonovich sense). Whatever the choice, it is clear that in the discretized form of (8.4) log wi (t + 1) can be expressed as the sum log ηi (t) + log ηi (t − 1) + . . . of successive logarithms of the stochastic variable η. Then, as follows from the central limit theorem, the logarithm of the wealth approaches a normal distribution. This directly implies that the wealth wi is log-normally distributed according to (8.2). Therefore the purely multiplicative stochastic model explains the appearance of Gibrat’s law, but cannot reproduce the power-law tails of the empirical wealth distribution. Moreover, in this simple model the mean and the variance of the distribution increase monotonically with time, whereas empirical data show no such monotonous behaviour [115].



A possible approach is then to modify the stochastic equation (8.4) in order to obtain different long-term forms of the wealth distribution. For example, the 151
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Figure 8.1: Qualitative comparison of a log-normal (left) and power-law (right) distribution in cumulative form, for a generic quantity x rescaled to its total value x tot .



multiplicative process plus an additive term w˙ i (t) = ηi (t)wi (t) + ξi (t)



(8.5)



can be shown to display (as long as hlog ηi (t)i < 0) an equilibrium solution for p(w) having a power-law tail [122]. The Pareto index β is given by the condition hηi (t)β i = 1, independently of the distribution of the additive term ξi (t). With the same condition on ηi (t), a power-law distribution is also observed in the purely multiplicative model (8.4) by imposing that w cannot go below a cut-off value wmin > 0 [122]. While these models can reproduce the Pareto region (8.1) of the empirical distribution, they do not reproduce Gibrat’s law (8.2) for the lower wealth range.



8.1.3



Interacting-agents model



One could then proceed in choosing other forms of the stochastic equation governing wealth evolution, however there is a different approach focusing on the interaction among the individuals in the economy. Processes like (8.4) and (8.5) 152



8.2. The Bouchaud-M´ezard model on complex networks rely on the assumption that the evolution of the wealth wi of an individual i is uncoupled to the wealth wj of any other individual j, which is clearly an unrealistic hypothesis. For instance, individuals accumulate wealth by trading with other individuals, and similarly the GDP is related to the pattern of import and export flows (see chapter 3). This leads to introduce models where agents are not independent and interact through some specified mechanism. These models are also called agent-based models. Within this approach it is possible to relate the emergence of the properties of wealth distributions to the structure of the transactions taking place among the underlying economic units. Various examples of interacting-agent models based on multiplicative [110, 123, 124] or additive [45] stochastic differential equations exist in the literature. In what follows we focus on the model proposed by Bouchaud and M´ezard [110], which is particularly suited for exploring the effects of the topology of the transaction network on the resulting dynamics of wealth.



8.2



The Bouchaud-M´ezard model on complex networks



The Bouchaud-M´ezard model (BM in the following) describes the wealth evolution of a set of N agents. The evolution is governed by the following equation [110]: w˙ i (t) = ηi (t)wi (t) +



X j6=i



Jij wj (t) −



X



Jji wi (t)



(8.6)



j6=i



where wi (t) is the wealth of agent i at time t, the ηi (t)’s are independent gaussian variables of mean m and variance 2σ 2 (still accounting for random speculative trading such as market investments) and Jij is the element of an interaction matrix describing the fraction of agent j’s wealth flowing into agent i’s wealth (due to transactions between i and j). 153
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8.2.1



Mean-field theory



Assuming that each agent exchanges wealth with every other, then Jij > 0 for each i 6= j. This corresponds to a fully connected graph such as that shown in fig.1.2c. By further assuming that the exchanged fraction of wealth is the same for each pair of agents, we can set Jij = J/N where J is a constant determining the strenght of the interaction. With this choice, for large N eq.(8.6) reads w˙ i (t) = [ηi (t) − J]wi (t) + J w(t) ¯ where w ¯=



P



i



(8.7)



wi /N . Since all vertices obey the above equation, by means of



a Fokker-Planck approach [110] it is possible to obtain analytically the form of the wealth distribution p(x) (expressed in terms of the normalized wealth xi ≡ wi /w): ¯ p(x) ∝



exp[(1 − βmf )/x] x1+βmf



(8.8)



with βmf ≡ 1 + J/σ 2 . Note that the above distribution corresponds to eq.(8.3)



when α = β − 1 = J/σ 2 . Therefore the outcome of the BM model on a fully connected network suffers from the same problems mentioned in section 8.1.1. While the Pareto tails are reproduced, the transition to a different form for small wealth values is smooth. However, as we clarify below, different network topologies can result in very different behaviours of the wealth distribution. An an extreme example, note that the purely multiplicative model (8.4) with agents treated as independent can be viewed as the special case of the BM model defined by eq.(8.6) when Jij = 0 for each pair of agents i, j. This corresponds to a trivial network with N vertices and no edges, and yields the log-normal distribution of eq.(8.2). It is then clear that different topologies result in different distributions. While the two extreme cases discussed so far are clearly unrealistic, it is interesting to explore intermediate, non-trivial topologies that could account for the observed mixed form of p(w). To this end, in the general case we set Jij = (J/N )aji . In the remainder of the chapter we focus on the 154



8.2. The Bouchaud-M´ezard model on complex networks Bouchaud-M´ezard model and study its outcomes on various network topologies. For simplicity we only consider undirected networks. A similar approach was proposed by Bouchaud and M´ezard themselves [110], and later by Souma [125] and by Souma et al. [126].



8.2.2



Random, small-world and scale-free networks



The behaviour of the BM model on random graphs (see section 2.1) was already partly explored in ref. [110], where the authors showed that the wealth distribution displays power-law tails with β ≤ βmf for various values of the connection probability q. As q → 1, β → βmf as expected since in this limit the random graph becomes a fully connected network. The behaviour for q → 0 was left unexplored. Here we argue that a transition from the power-law behaviour to the log-normal one must occur as q becomes sufficiently small, since in the limit q → 0 agents are independent the process is described again by eq.(8.4). The results of some numerical simulations of the BM model on random graphs are shown in fig. 8.2 for various values of q. Indeed, we find that the form of the distibution crosses from a log-normal to a power-law one as q increases. Interestingly, we note that the value of q at which the change in the form of p(w) occurs is just above q ≈ 1/N . This is precisely the critical treshold qc for the percolation phenomenon described in section 2.1. When q < qc the network is subdivided into small clusters, whereas for q > qc a giant cluster appears. This suggests that one necessary (but not sufficient, as we show below) condition for the onset of the power-law behaviour is a global coordination of the vertices, which is achieved if they belong to the same connected cluster. However, no mixed ‘non-smooth’ form of p(w) is observed for any value of q.



We now show that a similar result holds when the network is a regular ring 155
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Figure 8.2: Cumulative wealth distribution for numerical simulations of the BM model on random graphs with different values of q, each after 10000 timesteps. Here N = 5000, J = σ 2 = 0.05 and m = 1, and x/xtot is the wealth normalized to its total value.
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8.2. The Bouchaud-M´ezard model on complex networks



Figure 8.3: Cumulative wealth distributions generated by the BM model on networks with N = 3000 vertices. The dashed line always corresponds to the slope predicted by the mean-field theory (β = 1 + J/σ 2 = 2). a) Regular ring for various choices of the degree z. b) BA scale free network for various choices of the number m of vertices injected at each timestep. The solid line is drawn as a reference for the range of β.



with lth-neibhours connections (see section 1.1) where the degree of each vertex equals z = 2l. When z = 2 one has a simple linear structure, and the lognormal-like (β ≈ 0) behaviour is expected [110]. By contrast, when z → N − 1 the network approaches the fully connected topology and one expects β → βmf . As we show in fig.8.3a, this is indeed the case and the cumulative wealth distribution p> (x) approaches the mean-field shape p> (x) ∝ x−βmf as z increases (for



simplicity, here and in the following we always set J/σ 2 = 1 so that βmf = 2).



Our results are in accordance with those of ref. [125,126], where the authors also introduce a rewiring mechanism to obtain small-world networks (see section 2.2) for various values of z in order to have a wealth distribution displaying a right power-law tail and a left log-normal part. They find that for a suitable choice of the parameters this indeed occurs, however the two parts of the distribution are again always connected in a smooth fashion, in constrast with the non-smooth behaviour of real data. On the other hand, for regular networks with D > 2 157



Chapter 8. Wealth distribution on complex networks (see section 1.1) Pareto tails always appear [110], and are therefore expected to occur with the addition of a rewiring mechanism as well.



We now turn to the Barab´asi-Albert model introduced in section 2.3.1, which produces scale-free networks. We first generated a network with a given value of m and then let the BM model run on it. As shown in fig. 8.3b, the cumulative distribution is always of the power-law type, with exponent β ranging from the quite small value 0.4 to β = βmf = 2. Our results are in accordance with those of ref. [126], with no mixed form occurring in the intermediate region.



8.2.3



Heterogeneously linked networks



In this section we propose an illustrative example to show how the mixed form of p(w) can be obtained in a trivial but instructive way. Consider an undirected network with N vertices, of which M are arranged in a fully connected cluster and the remaining N −M are completely isolated as in fig.8.4. Clearly, ki = M −1 for i = 1, . . . M and ki = 0 for i = M + 1, . . . N . The matrix Jij is then block diagonal: its entries equal J/N for i, j = 1, . . . M and zero otherwise. The evolution equation (8.6) then reduces toeq.(8.7) for the M connected vertices, yielding the mean-field power-law disribution that we now denote p1 (w), and to eq.(8.4) for the N −M isolated vertices, yielding the log-normal distribution that we denote p2 (w). As a consequence, the global distribution p(w) is such that the total number N p(w) of agents with wealth w equals the number M p1 (w) of the connected ones with wealth w plus the number (N − M )p2 (w) of the isolated ones with wealth w. In other words   M M p2 (w) p(w) = p1 (w) + 1 − N N



(8.9)



and the relative number of isolated and connected vertices can be adjusted in order to reproduce different quantitative behaviours. In fig. 8.5 we show 158
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Pajek



Figure 8.4: Example of a mixed network with a fully connected core of M = 10 vertices and N − M = 90 completely isolated ones (figure produced using the Pajek software).



the degree distribution p(w) obtained by means of numerical simulations for various choices of the ratio M/N . The observed form is clearly the sum of the contributions coming from the two sets of vertices.



The above extreme example suggests that the mixed character of the empirically observed wealth distribution might be the effect of the simultaneous presence in the network of regions with different density of links, either well or poorly connected. To test this hypothesis, we can consider more complex network topologies characterized by the same basic ingredient of a dense ‘core’ and a sparse ‘periphery’. In the absence of empirical data on real transaction networks, all choices are quite arbitrary and here we simply report the results 159
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Figure 8.5: Cumulative wealth distribution for numerical simulations of the BM model on a ‘mixed’ network for different values of M/N , each after 10000 timesteps. Here N = 5000, J = σ 2 = 0.05 and m = 1, and x/xtot is the wealth normalized to its total value.
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Pajek



Figure 8.6: Example of an octopus network with a core of M = 10 randomly connected vertices and N − M = 90 ‘tentacles’ with single connections to the core (figure produced using the Pajek software).



obtained for a network where the M core vertices are connected in a random network (with a probability q > qc ) and each of the remaining N − M vertices is connected to only one vertex chosen randomly from the M ones (see fig. 8.6). This structure looks like an octopus with a dense core of M vertices and N − M tentacles.



In fig. 8.7 we show the results for the octopus network, which are



analogous to the previous ones shown in fig.8.5. We compare the two cases in fig.8.8. The behaviour is completely different from the trends shown in fig.8.3, and satisfactorily displays a non-smooth transition from the small to the large wealth range. 161
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Figure 8.7: Cumulative wealth distribution for numerical simulations of the BM model on an ‘octopus’ network for different values of M/N , each after 10000 timesteps. Here N = 5000, J = σ 2 = 0.05 and m = 1, and x/xtot is the wealth normalized to its total value.
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8.2. The Bouchaud-M´ezard model on complex networks



Figure 8.8: Cumulative wealth distributions generated by the BM model on a) mixed networks and b) octopus networks for various choices of the ratio M/N (dashed line: mean-field prediction β = 2). The number of vertices is N = 5000.



8.2.4



Discussion



We discussed how the empirically observed forms of the wealth distribution of many economic systems can be reproduced by a single stochastic model of wealth dynamics. Remarkably, the particular shape of the distribution strongly depends on the topology of the transaction networks among economic units. The purely log-normal and power-law forms, or a smooth combination of them, arise quite naturally if the network diplays a homogeneous density of links, depending on whether there are few or many links in the system. By contrast, the frequently observed ‘non-smooth’ shape appears to be related to a heterogeneous link density, which we abscribed to the presence of a core region in the network. The way the network can display heterogeneously linked regions depends not simply on the degree distribution P (k), but on higher-order properties such as the correlations between the degree of adjacent vertices (see section 1.3.2) and the hierarchical dependence of the local clustering properties on the degree (see section 1.3.3). Indeed, our results show that P (k) alone does not determine the 163



Chapter 8. Wealth distribution on complex networks desired properties of the wealth distribution. In order to relate the empirical form of wealth distributions to higher-order nontrivial topological properties the knowledge of the corresponding transaction networks is required. While this is a very hard task at the level of individuals, in chapter 3 we showed a topological description of transactions is possible at the level of world countries. We found that the WTW is characterized by exactly those higher-order properties that, according to our analysis, are expected to determine the peculiar shape of the corresponding distribution of the ‘wealth’ of vertices, which in the WTW case is the GDP. Remarkably, the form of the wealth distribution we obtained for heterogeneous networks (see fig.8.8) is very similar to that of the empirical GDP distribution shown in fig.3.1. This suggests that the structure of the WTW is determined by two tightly interdependent factors: on one hand, the GDP distribution determines the WTW topology as we showed in chapter 3; on the other hand, the GDP dynamics is probably affected by the WTW topology as for the models we considered in the present chapter. These results suggest that real economic networks, as the ecological ones described in chapter 7, are shaped by a continuous feedback between their topological and dynamical properties. The investigation of this self-organized scenario would probably capture deeper and more realistic aspects underlying the evolution of real socioeconomic systems.
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Conclusions In the present work we provided a general introduction (Part I) and reported on a series of original results (Parts II and III) on the topology and dynamics of complex networks, by means of an approach peculiar to statistical physics. Throughout Part I, we tried to highlight the motivations for introducing a unifying description of different networks in terms of their topological properties. In our perspective, we have emphasized the importance of hidden-variable and exponential models in assuming the existence of ‘physical’ variables shaping the observed network topology. In Part II, for two interesting classes of economic networks (the WTW and shareholding networks), we provided the first empirical evidence that these models reproduce successfully many observed topological properties, once the hidden variable is identified with an empirical quantity that in both cases represents the ‘wealth’ associated to the units of the system. We then presented an original analysis of an additional property of real networks -their reciprocity- and showed how hidden-variable and exponential models can be extended in order to reproduce this nontrivial property as well. We proposed a general approach to this problem by introducing a multi-species grand-canonical framework wherein all the results of Part II can be regarded as particular cases. Finally, in Part III we addressed the important issue of how the topology of a network affects the dynamical processes defined on it. We showed the results of the analysis of two processes, namely resource transportation on real food webs 165



and wealth distribution on various network models. Our results show that the topology of the underlying network has strong effects on the process. Moreover, in both cases our results suggest that many real networks might be the result of an interplay between topology and dynamics, where the outcome of the dynamical process has in turn strong effects on the topology of the system. We believe that this extremely important problem is one of the points to be addressed in the future within the interdisciplinary framework of complex networks.
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